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HIRED THEN
UN-HIRED
Several students’ on-campus
job offers were rescinded by
their employer, who cited
budget cuts, but a college
spokesperson claims such
cuts were never ordered.
» megan bennett
CAMPUS EDITOR

HADLEY HENDON, A junior cinema art + science

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

SEE EMPLOYMENT, PAGE 3

Left: Jason Pauli, sophomore cinema art + science major
Right: Hadley Hendon, junior cinema art + science major

major, walked out of the Office of Student
Employment on Sept. 1 having just finished
the necessary paperwork to begin working
at Columbia’s Film Cage seven days later.
Hendon was offered the position on Aug. 6
and had already quit her waitstaff job when
she got an email from her prospective supervisor, Daniel McCallum, coordinator of the
Intermediate Equipment Facility.
“We were recently informed that our budget for student workers was being trimmed,
and when we finally got the numbers in they
were more severe than anticipated. As a
result, the Film Cage is unable to hire any new
student workers for the Fall 2015 Semester,”
the email read.
Hendon is one of a number of students
promised an on-campus job for the Fall 2015
Semester who either had that job unexpectedly eliminated or received severely
reduced hours. The students said they were
told the forthcoming 2015–2016 budget
cuts cost them their work.
McCallum said approximately six
students were offered jobs, and two had
already gone through the payroll process
by the time they were un-hired.
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t the start of the academic year,
many students are strapped for
cash and in need of a campus
job that can work around their class
schedules. Campus jobs are a staple at
every academic institution and provide
not only a source of income but are often
also educational opportunities housed
within the students’ home department.
The money from these campus jobs is
often used to pay for books, tuition, fees
and other expenses that go back to the
college at some point in time.
As reported in the Front Page story,
some Columbia students had been relying on their on-campus jobs, which had
been promised to them during the late
summer weeks, only to find out a week
before their start date that their jobs
had been taken away from them or their
hours had been drastically reduced. On
top of the lack of proper notice, no effort
was made to apologize to the students
affected or help them find other employment. Another subject of debate is the
timing of when students were notified
of their sudden unemployment status—
the day after deans alerted department
chairs that another round of budget cuts
was on the horizon, making it difficult
to believe the changes in employment
were unrelated to collegewide cuts.
During the Spring 2015 Semester, The
Chronicle reported on March 16 that
departmental budget reductions and
the minimum wage hike would lower
the number of available on-campus
jobs and hours available to students in
the fall. In addition to a reduction in
student worker positions, there was also
a reduction in available federal workstudy positions for students.
However, the reduced budget finalized in May does not explain why
students were hired and then fired
in August. While the college claims that
no additional budget cuts have occurred
since May that would affect the student
employment budget this fall, several
students were told that this was the reason their jobs were eliminated or hours
reduced. As a result, they’re struggling
to get by when they should be concentrating on their studies. While the
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EMPLOYMENT, FROM FRONT

“I was horrified,” Hendon said. “I have my
own apartment, [and] I don’t have much
financial aid for living expenses. Aside from
[needing] this job to literally live, I was really
excited about being able to meet people in
my department, hopefully get on set more
and make connections that Columbia so frequently urges us to do.”
McCallum said some students expressed
disappointment in the loss after he rescinded
their job offers.
“They were fully expecting to have these
jobs and then were told later that it wouldn’t
be happening,” he said.
Jason Pauli, a sophomore cinema art +
science major, said he had not yet begun the
payroll process when his job offer at the Cage
was also rescinded. However, Pauli said an
email he received from McCallum on Aug. 10
suggested that the job was secure.
“Pretty much if I am emailing you, that
means you already have the job,” the
email read.
While Pauli said he was upset that he lost
the job opportunity, he is not angry with
McCallum because he thinks the cited budget cuts came from the upper levels of the
department.
“I didn’t feel any aggression toward
them,” Pauli said. “I felt like, ‘Your hands
are tied.’ It’s the higher-ups who are cutting
the budget.”
McCallum said he received word about the
cuts Aug. 25 from his immediate supervisor,
Emily Page, production manager of Cinema
Art + Science. Page did not respond for comment as of press time.
Cara Birch, a spokeswoman for the college, declined to comment on how deans had
instructed department chairs to prepare budget
cuts. The deans of each school were not made
available for comment on the subject.
The emails cite recent budget cuts as the
reason the students lost their jobs, but Birch
insisted that there have been no reductions
to the student employment budget because
of FY16 budget cuts.

Asian Student Organization begins year with trip to Chinatown. » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
student employment. As of press time, Sheridan
has not responded to the email.
McCallum said he typically employs about 20
students each semester. This semester, only five
are employed. He added that there will only be
one worker scheduled per shift, rather than four
scheduled at the same time, as has occurred in
previous semesters.
Cameron Hines, a senior cinema art + science major and current Film Cage employee,
said his hours have been cut from 15 to approximately 10 hours a week.
“Now if we get a call [from a professor], we
have to lock everything up, go to the classroom,
answer whatever teacher’s problem that is
and come back,” Hines said. “That could be
5 minutes, 10 minutes,
Emails were sent to students in August offering them an on-campus job,
[or] an hour. In that
but their offers were retracted a week before the Fall 2015 Semester.
time, no checkouts can
get made.”
If students cannot make checkouts,
their body of work
and knowledge of the
equipment will suffer,
he added.
Adam Katzner, a
junior cinema art +
science major who
now has reduced
hours in the Advanced
Cameras Center, said
students will have
“The college has not received any informafewer opportunities to check out resources
tion or verification on any of the claims curbecause of decreased manpower and shorter
rently being made about student employment
operation hours.
positions,” Birch said in a statement. “If, how“They’re cutting down our ability to be creative,”
ever, a student has recently lost their position
Katzner said.
or had their hours reduced, it would have been
Hines said since classes began, students
for a reason outside of the FY16 budget.”
have already expressed interest in applying at
the cage.
The minimum wage increase to $10 per
hour, which the college did not accommodate
“It’s such a bitter taste in the mouth to say
by increasing the overall budget for student
‘There’s no room for you to have a job, but there’s
employment, may have necessitated the workalso no room for us either,’” Hines said.
force reductions that occurred, she said.
Austin Anglin, a junior cinema art + sciBirch said chairs should not be making
ence major employed in the Media Production
financial adjustments within their departCenter, used to work 15–20 hours a week, but
ments without a finalized budget based on final
will now be scheduled for as few as four hours
enrollment numbers, which are scheduled to
per week. Anglin was told in an Aug. 29 email
be made known on Sept. 22. She added that
from his supervisor, Tony Santiago, cinema
if chairs are making such adjustments, the
lighting stage coordinator in the MPC, that
decisions are premature.
the hour reduction was a direct effect of the
Bruce Sheridan, chair of the Cinema Art
proposed budget adjustments, he said.
+ Science Department, said there have been
“It was a big surprise,” Anglin said. “I thought
no adjustments to the budget regarding stuI had a job pretty securely and now I am starting to look for other ways to make money.”
dent employment since the budget’s tentative finalization in May. He added that he
Santiago said the MPC was asked to cut
does not think the elimination of jobs could
nearly 70 percent of its student workers’ hours
have happened.
after he was given the go-ahead to hire for the
upcoming semester.
“I couldn’t imagine why people ever would be
hiring students in August and then saying in
“There wasn’t any plan of ‘Maybe we should
September that they didn’t have a job if they’re
change things here and there to make the
not doing that work in August,” Sheridan said.
adjustment,’” Santiago said. “It wasn’t even
“I don’t understand that.”
explained how they came to that number.”
Hendon sent an email to Sheridan Sept. 9
The MPC’s student workforce also dropped
seeking an explanation about the alleged cuts to
from about 25 employees each semester to 10,

Santiago said.
Santiago added that scheduling one worker
per shift in the MPC equipment cage rather
than five could be a safety issue.
“We’re going to be asking one student to do
the work that five students used to do in less
time,” Santiago said.
Hines said removing student assistants from
the MPC to help in classrooms removes another
set of eyes from helping students with equipment, which can also sometimes be dangerous.
McCallum said that after 5 p.m., one student
worker will be left without a staff member
to overlook the cage alone, which could be a
security risk.
“Everyone we have working for us [has]
worked with us for a few semesters, but
still may not have extensive work history,”
McCallum said. “Being alone in a facility with
hundreds of thousands of dollars of equipment
for five hours could theoretically present a
safety issue for us.”
Sheridan said cutbacks may not have been
a new budget issue, but an overlooking of the
finalized budget by the supervisers.
“[Staff members] may not, regardless of budget situation, have been looking realistically at
what the work required,” Sheridan said.
If these cuts are not new, then not all staff
members were notified about the cuts made at
the end of last semester, McCallum said. He
added that he was already adjusting for the
minimum wage hike and the Film Cage job was
posted on ColumbiaWorks, giving students
the opportunity to apply at the end of Spring
2015 Semester.
“The only time I got a real number and anything other than speculation was [Aug. 25],”
McCallum said.
Joseph Cancellaro, chair of the Interactive
Arts & Media Department, said the IAM
Department has also been preparing for cuts
in student employment and will eliminate its
tiered pay scale.
“Those who were getting higher pay, that’s
where we are going to reallocate funds,”
Cancellaro said. “All the students in our department now get equal pay.”
Daniel Wood, Emerging Technology
Specialist and overseer of the Student Labs,
said he did not have to eliminate any current
positions, but, because of budget cuts, he hired
fewer new workers.
Hines said the administration should give
thorough explanations to students who have
had extreme workforce reductions.
“We pay to be here,” he said. “I think that
entitles us to be treated well and fair. I think
we deserve to be treated well and fair no matter
what the circumstances are, but we are deliberately choosing to be at Columbia. On-campus
jobs are important to students at every university. If you take something as important as that
away at Columbia, why would we pick here?”
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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SGA outlines new goals

» carolyn bradley
CAMPUS REPORTER

summer
outlining goals for the upcoming
academic year, the Student Government Association discussed a
strategy to implement those plans
during the Fall 2015 Semester at
its first meeting Sept. 15.
Jerel Ballard, president of SGA
and a junior journalism major,
said the group has listed five
goals for the 2015–2016 academic
year. He said the first goal is to
increase college-wide transparency, including knowledge of the
college’s budget and publicizing
SGA meeting information.
“Any initiative that promotes
reaching out to students, we’ll
definitely be part of,” Ballard said.
Arissa Scott, student representative to the college’s board
of trustees and a senior fashion
studies major, said the second goal
is accessibility.
“We often get so busy with life
AFTER SPENDING THE

that we close ourselves off,” Scott
said. “We want to attend campus-wide events, not just the [executive] board, but the SGA as a whole,
and stimulate dialogue between the
student body and SGA.”
Amanda Hamrick, executive vice
president and a sophomore interactive arts & media major, said community building was another main
goal. Hamrick said SGA wants to
reach out to various organizations
in Chicago, such as the fire department and police station regarding
community activities.
Hamrick said another part of
this goal is making Columbia
a community of multicultural
acceptance and diversity.
“We are all individual people—
individual artists who come from
different backgrounds and different places,” Hamrick said. “We
should take time to respect and
appreciate different backgrounds
and people and learn about their
cultures. That’s something we

SGA created five new
goals, which it plans to
begin implementing during
the Fall 2015 Semester,
according to SGA President
and junior journalism
major Jerel Ballard.

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

notice as an issue, and we really
need to approach it in SGA.”
College affordability, addressed
by Luther Hughes, SGA vice president of Finance and a senior creative writing major, is another goal
of SGA’s. Hughes said SGA wants
to encourage the implementation
of a tuition cap that cannot surpass
the national average.
Erika Kooda, vice president of
Communications and junior radio
and business & entrepreneurship
double major, addressed the goal of

expanding the student voice, which
calls for SGA to support student-led
initiatives and ideas.
“We want to amplify the student
voice campus-wide in creating initiatives that address the student
body’s needs,” Kooda said.
Kooda added that SGA is
encouraging students to share
their thoughts through its website,
where there is now a suggestion
box in addition to a contact link for
students to send messages to SGA.
Ballard said SGA is in constant

conversation with the administration throughout the academic
year to implement initiatives
in the Strategic Plan. He said
President and CEO Kwang-Wu
Kim is scheduled to attend the
Sept. 22 SGA meeting.
“We’ll have several conversations about the Strategic Plan,
about SGA goals and how they are
combined with the goals of administration,” Ballard said.
Scott said as SGA works to make
much of its information available
to students, the administration is
working toward being transparent as well, so there is no confusion
about what is going on at the college.
Ballard said during the summer,
SGA prepared for early-semester
events like Welcome Week and
Convocation to reach out to old
Senate members and try to recruit
new Senate members.
“There’s a lot of transition going
on at the school,” Ballard said. “Now
is the time to make change, not just
for now, but for the generations to
come, even [after] we graduate.”
cbradley@chroniclemail.com

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

M u s i c

D e p a r t m e n t

E v e n t s

Wednesday September 23
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series*
At the Conway Center

Guard Your Faith
4 THE CHRONICLE

12:00 pm

Thursday September 24
Ableton Workshop*

6:00 pm

Friday September 25
Jazz Gallery in the Lobby*
Keyboard Forum at the Sherwood*
Classical Guitarist Rodolfo Perez at the Sherwood

12:00 pm
1:00 pm
7:00 pm

*Events marked with an asterisk do not give Recital Attendance Credit
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with YouTube because I like talking to the
camera. I talk to cameras better than I talk
to people. I watch a lot of CNN and my local
news stations back in Connecticut.
What do you enjoy the most about living
in Chicago?
It is very cliché but it has to be The Bean
because it is really cool. Also, the people
are a lot nicer than [they are on] the East
Coast. Everyone is more friendly and it is
really nice. This is a nice area to go to college.
It’s really fun living with roommates. They
know [that I make YouTube videos] and they
think it’s cool.
What has been your favorite YouTuberelated experience?
Going on “Jimmy Kimmel Live.” It was
nerve-wracking at first because we did [the
interview] on Skype, and I didn’t know what
to say, and it was all live so I couldn’t screw
up. It was fun and a cool experience to have.
Freshman journalism major Kevin
Droniak came to Columbia with
on-camera experience in the form
of a YouTube channel with almost a
half-million subscribers.

YouTuber Kevin Droniak
uploads new chapter

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

» arabella breck
CAMPUS REPORTER

freshman journalism major Kevin Droniak may seem
like a typical college student, but at the
age of 18, he has already become an
Internet sensation.
Droniak’s YouTube channel, thiskidneedsmedicine, features viral videos he
made with his grandmother. Since he
started producing videos of the two of
them talking in the car four years ago, he
has attracted almost half a million subscribers. Droniak’s channel also features
videos of the two doing partner activities
or depicting his grandma reacting to pop
culture phenomena. In 2014, a clip of
his grandma’s response to Nicki Minaj’s
“Anaconda” music video garnered almost
3 million views.
CONNECTICUT NATIVE AND
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Droniak has gained national attention,
by appearing on “Jimmy Kimmel Live,” and
he is currently partnering with Target for
its College Styler campaign.
The Chronicle sat down with Droniak
to talk about his YouTube success, why
he chose to attend Columbia and how he
is adapting without his partner-in-crime
at college.
THE CHRONICLE: Why did you decide to
start making YouTube videos?
KEVIN DRONIAK: I’ve always wanted to get
a following on YouTube because I like to
watch YouTube videos, and it seemed like
fun. I started making my own videos, and
people started to watch them so I just kept
it going. I really enjoy watching Connor
Franta, Tyler Oakley and Jennxpenn [Jenn
McAllister]. From doing YouTube and getting a following, I have gone to conventions

and met all of them. They know me, and I
never thought I would get to that point where
I would get to know them.
Will you continue making videos in college?
I will be filming some stuff in my dorm—I
just have to figure out what to do because I
still don’t know. I started to post some videos by myself to get my subscribers used to
[my channel] without my grandma. I have
some videos planned of me in my dorm room
talking to the camera and answering questions related to college that my people are
wondering. I’ll let them know what college
is like so they can know what I’m up to. I also
have a bunch of videos stocked up with my
grandma to last me until November.
Why did you decide to study broadcast
journalism at Columbia?
[Choosing broadcast journalism] had to do

What is your favorite video?
Carving pumpkins with my grandma
because it was her first time carving
pumpkins. Whenever we do something
[for a video] it’s always her first time, like
her first time doing yoga or her first time
watching a video on YouTube.
Do people recognize you on campus?
[I was recognized] in Shake Shack. Some
girl was like, “Oh my God, are you the kid
that makes videos with their grandma?”
That’s how it always starts. People were
trying to find out where I am living from
my Snapchat stories. I post pictures of the
view of my window and people sometimes
send or tweet me pictures of them trying
to find where it actually is. One time that
happened before and me and my grandma
were in California, and I took pictures of the
outside of the hotel, and then people came to
the hotel to meet us because they [saw] my
Snapchat story. It was pretty weird. [Fans]
can be crazy sometimes.
What do you miss most about living near
your grandma?
How she is always down to do stuff.[for my
videos]. I would just show up at her house
randomly and hang out. [Because] we are
not close [by] anymore, I cannot just do that,
which is sad. I miss being able to go to her
house and have some fun and film a video.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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College transitions to
Moodlerooms
CAMPUS REPORTER

COLUMBIA HAS OUTSOURCED Moodle,

the college’s learning management
system, to Moodlerooms beginning
in the Fall 2015 Semester. The decision was made due to the previous
LMS’s unreliability and lack of data
space, according to Byron Nash,
CIO and associate vice president of
Technology Services.
The transition to Moodlerooms,
a system that is supported by its
own company and no longer
through Columbia’s Information
Technology Department, was an
important change for the college’s
technology services, said Lott Hill,
executive director of the Center of
Innovation in Teaching Excellence.
Moodle and Moodlerooms
share a similar user-interface, but
Moodlerooms is an outsourced
program with a larger data capacity.

“One of the things happening
right now in higher education,
[and] not just [at] Columbia, is
[Learning Management Systems
are] evolving very quickly,” Hill
said. “There is not a perfect one
yet, and there may not be a perfect
one in the future.”
Nash, who assumed his role in
June 2015, added that the college’s
goal when transitioning was to
have a more stable platform for the
2015–2016 academic year.
Hill said workshops for navigating Moodlerooms are available to
faculty members, and added the
change should not cause a learning curve for faculty and students.
The feedback from faculty members has been mixed, Hill said.
Many have expressed delight that
Moodlerooms has not crashed and
its functions are similar to Moodle
aside from minor format changes
on the site, he added.

“More people each year are
using [the college’s] LMS, so the
more people who use it, the more
people are discovering what it can
and can’t do,” Hill said. “Often the
feedback we receive is around what
the LMS cannot do that [users]
wish it would do.”
Workshops are offered nearly
every week for faculty and there
are now more online resources
available through Moodlerooms

that could be used to answer collegewide questions, Hill said.
Scott Lee, a lecturer in the Audio
Arts & Acoustics Department,
said the fact that Moodlerooms
does not crash often is a positive
change, but he said he is worried
that outsourcing the system could
cause possible issues in the future.
Lee said the old system was not
always reliable, and many teachers
who did not have a good experience

with Moodle likely will not want
to try the new version. He said he
finds the new system user-friendly,
but many teachers do not know
how to use it effectively.
Miles Miller, a junior cinema
art + science major who transferred from Harold Washington
College, said the transition
from Blackboard—the LMS
used at his previous college—to
Moodlerooms has been smooth.

SEE LMS, PAGE 12

» lauren kostiuk

» SCREENSHOT/MOODLEROOMS LMS.COLUM.EDU

COLLEGE and UNIVERSITY DAY

American Sign Language Department
Chicago White Sox vs. Detroit Tigers
Hispanic Heritage Night & Fireworks !

Contact Nina if interested
ncampbell@colum.edu

Cost : $12 Tickets Are Limited
Columbia College Chicago students only

Friday October 2, 2015—7:10PM
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» carolyn bradley
CAMPUS REPORTER

IN ALIGNMENT WITH the collegewide

Strategic Plan’s goal of better preparing students for the workforce,
The Portfolio Center has created a series of group discussions
focusing on students’ transitions
from the classroom to a successful
post-graduation career.
The series, “tWork,” which is

a play on “twerk,” will take place
Thursday afternoons throughout
the semester and consist of regular group meetings for students or
alumni who have questions about
their job search, said Michael
Goode, the career development
coordinator at the Portfolio Center.
“It’s a group discussion born
out of the idea of a job club, which
is more or less a support group for
job seekers,” Goode said.

LECTURE:
NANCY ROURKE

“tWork” gives students and
alumni an opportunity to share
resources and can help students
feel more confident in their job
searches, according to Goode.
“tWork” was not created
in response to the Strategic
Plan’s outline of career initiatives, but the goals of both
complement one another,”
Goode said.

SEE TWORK, PAGE 12

Portfolio Center plans ‘tWork’
to prepare students for careers

The topics of discussion at each
meeting are dependent on the
needs of its attendees, said
Michael Goode, career development
coordinator at the Portfolio Center.

»DOLLY NGUYEN/CHRONICLE

DEPARTMENT OF AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE AT
THE SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
SEPTEMBER 22 7:00 PM T0 9:00 PM

NANCY ROURKE:

DEAF ART+ACTIVIST=ARTIVIST
“I CAPTURE TODAY’S SOCIETY THAT NEEDED ATTENTION
BECAUSE IT IS LONG OVERDUE.”- N.R.

FREE TO COLUMBIA STUDENTS
$5.00 WITH STUDENT ID
$10.00 GENERAL ADMISSION
INTERPRETER PROVIDED
LOCATION: FILM ROW
1104 SOUTH WABASH
8TH FLOOR

As part of International Deaf Awareness Week, Nancy Rourke, our artist in residence will present her artistic vision and
her experience as Artivist in the Deaf Community. There will be a Q&A session afterward Rourke’s lecture. To request
further information, contact Nina at ncampbell@colum.edu #columasl
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Campus cafes
closed for business

» EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE
The vending machines located in the 600 S. Michigan Ave. and
1104 S. Wabash Ave. buildings are only short-term replacements
for the now closed cafes, said SGA president Jerel Ballard.

» arabella breck
CAMPUS REPORTER

THE SPACES WHERE two of Columbia’s

three on-campus cafes once stood
are now home to multiple vending
machines after the cafes’ owner
decided to close up shop at the end
of the Spring 2015 Semester.

The Harvester and Press
cafes—which were located in the
basement of the 600 S. Michigan
Ave. Building and The Conaway
Center in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Building, respectively—closed
their doors for good after the company that had been running them
decided not to renew its contract

with the college, according to Jerel
Ballard, president of the Student
Government Association and a
junior journalism major.
The three on-campus cafes
were previously run by Bow Truss
Coffee Roasters, which also operates cafes at six city locations. The
company decided to sever ties with
the college after concluding that
investing in the cafes was no longer worthwhile, said Phil Tadros,
founder and CEO of Bow Truss and
a 1998 marketing alumnus.
“I love Columbia,” Tadros said.
“I just wanted them to let us be
innovative and help them. Schools
like Columbia should be entrepreneurial and innovative and a little
risky and edgy.”
The Bow Truss company
wanted to open cafes in campus
spaces that would attract more
student traffic, but the college was
not willing, according to Tadros.
Factors such as decreasing sales
in the increasingly competitive
South Loop restaurant market and
Columbia’s decision to discontinue
internal catering also influenced

Bow Truss not to renew its contract with the college, said Kari
Sommers, the associate dean of
Student Life.
“[Columbia] has so much real
estate,” Tadros said. “They should
have taken my advice and let me
open a beautiful cafe on the corner
of one of those buildings.”
The third cafe, Studebaker Cafe,
located on the first floor of the 623
S. Wabash Ave. Building, which
was run by Bow Truss, is now run
by a different vendor, according to
Tadros. Tom Russell, director of
Purchasing, did not respond for
comment regarding who currently
runs the cafe.
Students still have food and
drink options in vending machines,
now located where the cafes used
to be, Sommers said.
Sheridan Koehler, a senior
cinema art + science major who
worked at the Harvester Cafe
during the Fall 2014 Semester,
said getting coffee from a vending
machine and getting coffee from a
barista in a cafe are not the same.
“It is sad because you go down

to the basement, and there is no
music playing. It is really quiet
now,” Koehler said. “I didn’t know
that it was going to close. Last
Tuesday, I went down there, and
I saw the vending machines.”
Sommers said the college did not
want to upset students by closing
the cafes and alternatives for next
year are being investigated.
Koehler said the cafes added to
the student culture and community at Columbia, and he is going
to miss them. He wants the college
to open another cafe or coffee shop
in the future, he said.
The vending machines are
not a replacement for the closed
cafes, Ballard said. He added
that the college’s Strategic Plan
includes the creation of a new
on-campus student center, and
a cafe could be a part of such a
center the future.
“We do need a universal place
where Columbia students can go
and get food,” Ballard said. “That
is one of the goals [of SGA]”
abreck@chroniclemail.com

ANGEL OLSEN
See the fiery indie rock singer
perform an intimate set

(and talk about songwriting, life, and Chicago)

September 26, 2015
PRESENTED BY:

SPONSORED BY:

Venue SIX10

610 South Michigan Avenue
Tickets available at: chicagomag.com/culturefestival
$15 discount with promo code “CULTUREFEST15”
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OBY ready to dominate center stage
CAMPUS REPORTER

an upcoming Chicago artist are ready to hit
the stage Sept. 30 at the Subterranean, 2011 W. North Ave., for
a night filled with collaborations
and funky new sounds.
Music Garage, a rehearsal facility
and event space, and Provsounds,
a production company owned by
Prov Krivoshey, a senior business
& entrepreneurship major, began
organizing the event in mid-August. They selected the band OBY,
a “jazz-hop” band led by Isaiah Oby,
a senior music major, to perform
along with solo performances by
his classmates Rebecca Brunner
and Rocky Jones, junior music
majors, and Seb Torgus, a junior
media communications major at
DePaul University.
“It is always an honor when
someone asks us to perform and
definitely an honor when someone
asks us to headline,” Oby said.
THREE STUDENTS AND

10 THE CHRONICLE

Oby said that at this time last
year, his band was performing two
to three shows every week, which
he said was exhausting. At the
beginning of the summer of 2015,

Isaiah Oby, a senior
music major, and his
band OBY, will perform
for the first time this
school year on Sept.
30 at Subterranean,
2011 W. North Ave.

the band made a collective decision
to take a break from performing to
focus on perfecting its craft and
live show expertise, he said, adding
that this event will be the band’s

» Courtesy ISAIAH OBY

» lauren kostiuk

first performance since July 2015.
“We made sure to not book any
gigs before this so we could build
up the hype and get as many people
[as possible],” Oby said. “[We also
wanted to] write as many songs as
possible and make some really cool
and weird stuff for it.”
Oby said working with other students is always a good experience
because everyone pulls on each
others’ strengths and understands
one another.
“You don’t have to do a lot of
searching [to find someone talented],” Oby said. “You can just
throw a rock, and you will hit
someone talented. That is something cool [about Columbia].”
The performance is not sponsored by the college, but Oby said
events like this one demonstrate
how hard students work and how
often they book performances.
Brunner, one of OBY’s vocalists and solo performer, said she
is excited because it is her first
performance of the school year.
“Performing is my passion, so I
am always excited—small gig, big

gig—I am always excited to be on
stage performing,” Brunner said.
“You never know what the crowd
is going to be like or what is going
to happen during the show.”
Torgus, punk hip-hop lead
vocalist, said he has been making
music for two years, but this is the
first time he is performing with a
live band.
“I am not afraid to push boundaries and do things that are different than what everyone else is
doing,” Torgus said.
For this show, Torgus said he has
new music and will be putting a
visually theatrical twist to it.
Torgus said he performed with
OBY a year ago. He first heard them
at Columbia’s Biggest Mouth in
2014 and thought their sound was
“funky and cool.”
“I am really looking forward to
playing again with [OBY],” Torgus
said. “I have definitely heard a lot of
the other artists’ music and I really
like them. Overall, it should be a
really cool show with good vibes.”
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com

CAMPUS
ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
Regardless of what she thinks, freaky fast
is where it's at. I hope you love 'em as much
as i do! peace!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

8" SUB SANDWICHES

GIANT club sandwiches

All of my sandwiches are 8 inches of homemade
French bread, fresh veggies and the finest meats &
cheese I can buy! We slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!

#1

PEPE®

SLIMS™
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

Real wood smoked ham and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (The original)

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
®

#5 VITO®

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

#2 BIG JOHN®

Medium rare choice roast beef, mayo,
lettuce & tomato.
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

JJ UNWICH

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 THE VEGGIE

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only, Sprouts* optional)
Bacon, lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(My B.L.T. rocks)

TW YM
NL J
// NSF
¹8 Q

J.J.B.L.T.®

★ sides ★

U N C H ES ★
★ BOX LPLATTERS ★
★ PARTYTY SU BS ★
★ PAR
NOTICE,
UR
WHAT
ER 24 HO
WE PREF CALL , WE’LL DOPEN!
P
U
A
O
H
Y
IF
IT
E
T
BU
TO MAK
WE CAN
DELIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.

★ Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
★ Extra load of meat
★ Extra cheese or extra avocado spread

ORDER ONLINE @ JIMMYJOHNS.COM

freebies (subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers, Dijon mustard, yellow mustard,
oil & vinegar, oregano, sprouts*.

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB
1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato & mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®

Genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo & our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

★ Soda Pop
★ Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

Sprouts*
optional
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

#12 BEACH CLUB®

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Try it on my
7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yummy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
An American classic!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham, capicola,
roast beef, turkey & provolone,
jammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions, mayo, lettuce, tomato & our
homemade Italian vinaigrette.

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more. Housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato. (Sprouts* optional)

#16 CLUB LULU®

Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™
Real wood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo! (This one rocks!)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" ®
*WARNING: THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ADVISES THAT EATING RAW OR UNDER-COOKED SPROUTS POSES A HEALTH RISK TO EVERYONE, BUT ESPECIALLY TO THE ELDERLY, CHILDREN, PREGNANT WOMEN, AND PERSONS WITH WEAKENED
IMMUNE SYSTEMS. THE CONSUMPTION OF RAW SPROUTS MAY RESULT IN AN INCREASED RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR PHYSICIAN OR LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
©1985, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2013, 2014 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We Reserve The Right To Make Any Menu Changes.
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LMS, FROM PAGE 7

He said he still prefers Blackboard
because it is easier to navigate.
“Columbia’s [LMS] is a little more
spruced up, so to speak,” Miller
said. “Blackboard is a little more
cut and dry.”
Drew Polovick, a sophomore
audio arts & acoustics major,
said while Moodlerooms has not
crashed while he has been using
it, he is not a fan of the LMS and
has heard his professors complain
as well.
The college will continue to
evaluate what LMS students and
faculty should be using, Hill said,
adding that the college’s LMS
could change in the future.
“As we continue to realign the
goals of the institution, we will be
able to determine what learning
management system will be the
most functional for all the departments and all the disciplines,” Hill
said. “I do think we will make decisions based on the Strategic Plan
about what the LMS [should be]
in the future.”
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

TWORK, FROM PAGE 8

Christie Asif, executive director
of the Portfolio Center, said the
center has done two series’ called
“Boot Camp” and “Launchpad” in
previous years, but staff members
thought the former terminology
was intimidating.
“We wanted to create something that was more accessible
to students, and it started with
‘transition to work,’” said Jamie
Shaw, assistant director of Career
Development at the Portfolio
Center. “We had the idea that
we’d abbreviate it to something
catchy, hoping it would get students’ attention and help them
understand [that] sometimes
preparing for a career, while very
serious, is not a terrifying thing.”
Asif said the Portfolio Center
and opportunities like “tWork”
offer support to every student,
Michael Goode, career
development coordinator at
the Portfolio Center, said the
“tWork” series’ goals support
the collegewide Strategic
Plans initiatives to improve
students’ career readiness.

The Infinite is located one block from the
“Loop U” campuses and is situated just steps from
over 100 restaurants, coffee shops, and stores in
the heart of downtown Chicago.
Students will have the convenience of
walking to class (even in the cold Chicago winters)
and have multiple mass transit lines
at their fingertips.

Infinite offers the best location,
features, and amenities to
South Loop students
chicagoinfinite.com
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Shaw added that in addition to
a college education, work experience is a necessary component for
post-graduation success.
“It’s important that students are
working or have an internship if
they are able to do so,” Shaw said.
“[Students] need to be getting that
experience in college.”
Shaw said the series is a good
networking opportunity for
students because they have an

» DOLLY NGUYEN/CHRONICLE

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

opportunity to speak and connect with successful alumni
working in their fields.
“Because there are people
coming from different places
in their career development,
people learn from each other,”
Shaw said. “Students and
alumni are not only getting
support from us as staff members, but they are also going to
get the support from their peers
and colleagues.”
Asif said the Portfolio Center
already strives to improve the
way students present their
body of work, and in alignment with the Strategic Plan,
a new series like “tWork” is
meant to help students better
understand the importance of
a portfolio and how they can
vary in content depending on
each major.
“There is a lot you can do with
a portfolio, but sometimes the
word ‘portfolio’ doesn’t resonate as much [with students],”
Asif said. “Portfolio developing
is a process.”
cbradley@chroniclemail.com

SURROUND YOURSELF
with modern amenities
with a vibrant culture
with historic details

For students looking for student apartments near
Roosevelt University, Columbia College, Robert Morris University,
and Depaul’s downtown campus, and many others, we are in a
prime spot for college commuters.

Fully Furnished & Amenities
• Designer Living Room Furniture
• Stainless Steel Appliances and Quartz
Countertop Kitchen
• Mounted Flat Panel Living Room TV
• In-Unit Washer/Dryer
• Fitness and Health Center
• Professionally Landscaped Rooftop Oasis

regardless of experience or
career interests.
“We want to instill the idea that
portfolio developing is a process
and not just something you do
at the end of your senior year,”
she said.
One of the series’ goals is to
help students find a variety of
opportunities, whether they want
freelance, part-time or full-time
work, Shaw said.

28 E Jackson Blvd • 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312 724 6767
Email
live@chicagoinfinite.com

Only a minute walk from the Harold Washington Library
CTA station, residents have quick access to the brown, orange, pink,
and purple line services. Students who reside in our student
apartment building also appreciate the lively lifestyle of downtown’s
local shops and social activities.

37 W. Van Buren St
Chicago, IL 60605
312-283-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com

Check out the new virtual tour here:
https://tour.lcp360.com/nocache/arc/.
Call our office at 312.283.3331 to inquire
about tour information.
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South Side Sensei fights violence through karate » ColumbiaChronicle.com/multimedia

Jimmy Carrane, creator of Improv Nerd, will host directors,
producers, performers and
Columbia professors on the
podcast’s fourth season.

» Courtesy IMPROV NERD

Improv Nerd to host
Columbia professors
» zoe¨ eitel

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

podcast “Improv Nerd,”
founded by 1987 alumnus Jimmy Carrane,
begins its fourth season on Oct. 11, featuring Columbia professors as guests on the
comedy show.
Carrane said he started “Improv Nerd”
in 2011 after leaving his job at WBEZ hosting the radio segment Studio 312. He said
he has been doing improv since he was 18
years old.
“I combined both of my passions and
started the podcast,” Carrane said.
The show can be seen live Sundays at
5 p.m. at Stage 773, 1225 W. Belmont Ave.
The podcasts—which range from half an
hour to more than an hour in length—feature a 20–25-minute interview and improv
scenes performed by Carrane and his guest.
Carrane said the interviews include
questions about his guests’ career history,
what they were like as a kid and what their

THE FERAL AUDIO

family was like. Carrane also emphasizes
the struggles his guests have faced.
“All of that stuff plays a big part in who
they are as a comedian,” Carrane said. “It’s
really inspirational to improvisers today to
hear not everybody has had an easy route.”
“Improv Nerd” has previously hosted
well-known comedians and improvisers, including Keegan-Michael Key and
Jordan Peele of “Key & Peele,” Jeff Garlin,
Bob Odenkirk and Ilana Glazer and Abbi
Jacobson from “Broad City.”
“[Odenkirk] said at the end of the interview, ‘That’s the most personal interview
I’ve ever had,’” Carrane said.
For the upcoming season, Carrane will
be joined by the improv group TJ and Dave,
wrestler Colt Cabana and three Columbia
professors from the comedy studies
program: Jen Ellison, Anne Libera and
Anthony LeBlanc. For guests whose jobs do
not explicitly involve improv—like Cabana—
Carrane said he asks them how they bring
the practice into their professions.

Carrane has started his own improv
courses for different levels of performers.
“I believe we are all funny if we can just
tap into our life experiences,” Carrane said.
Libera, an assistant professor in the
Theatre Department, will guest on
Carrane’s podcast this season. She said
she has known Carrane for 20 years.
Libera said she did some improv in college but was not planning to make a career
out of it. That changed when she got a job
at The Second City in 1987 where she took
some improv classes for free to get more
involved in improv.
“I thought I was going to be a very serious
theater director,” Libera said. “I realized
[improv] was something that interested
and fascinated me.”
On the podcast, Carrane digs into what
is hard or scary for someone to talk about,
Libera said.
“Jimmy talks about his process and asks
his guests to talk about theirs,” Libera said.
Carrane attended Columbia in the ‘80s
and said his favorite thing about the college
was that the teachers were actively working
in the field.
A lot of the interns and people who work
on the show have come from the comedy
studies program at Columbia, Carrane said.

LeBlanc, an adjunct professor in the
Theatre Department and director at The
Second City, will also guest on “Improv
Nerd” during the upcoming season.
LeBlanc said he has been doing improv
since around 2000 when he was in college
and started at The Second City in 2003.
One of the producers on the podcast was
a previous student in one of LeBlanc’s comedy classes at Columbia who connected
him with the show, LeBlanc said.
LeBlanc has been on multiple podcasts
and radio shows, but said “Improv Nerd” is
different than others.
“It’s a cool thing that Jimmy does, sitting
with different people who have different
jobs and experiences with improv and having them talk about that, and then playing
with them,” LeBlanc said. “It’s a really cool
look into people’s brains, and how they
think and feel about improv and comedy.”
Live shows will run Oct. 11 through Dec.
5 at Stage 773. Tickets are available on
stage773.com for $10 and $8 for students.
Carrane said Columbia students can purchase tickets for $1. Information on improv
classes and previous podcasts can be found
at jimmycarrane.com.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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Wednesday, Sept. 23

BOBBY BARE JR.
» jacob wittich

Double Door
1572 N. Milwaukee Ave.
8 p.m.
$10

MANAGING EDITOR

Lady Gaga shares important truth
about sexual assault in graphic video

L

ady Gaga released her new single,
"Til It Happens to You," on Sept.
17. Penned by Gaga and Oscarwinning songwriter Diane Warren,
the song serves as the soundtrack to
Warren's documentary about college
rape, "The Hunting Ground," released
in January. A strings-driven ballad, the
song is raw, heartfelt and powerful, but
what is even more powerful is the fiveand-a-half-minute music video PSA
that was released alongside the track.
The clip, written and directed by
Catherine Hardwicke, acclaimed director
of the independent film "Thirteen," tells
the story of four women of different
backgrounds, including race and orientation, who are sexually assaulted,
depicting the effects the assaults
have on their lives. It is an important
piece that raises awareness for an
issue affecting all college campuses.
The footage, while graphic and
uncomfortable, as the disclaimer
appearing before it begins states,
"reflects the reality of what is happening daily on college campuses."
Though unsettling, the graphic
scenes of the clip force its viewers to come face-to-face with the
harsh realities of college rape.
“After watching 'The Hunting Ground,'
I was inspired by the survivors who had
the courage to tell their stories,” Warren
said in a statement to TheWrap. “This
song, with its message of hope and
empowerment, is my heartfelt tribute
to them... I hope that this PSA, with its
raw and truthful portrayals, will send a
clear message that we need to support
these courageous survivors and end this
epidemic plaguing our college campuses.”
According to the National Sexual
Violence Resource Center, one in
five women and one in 16 men are
sexually assaulted in college.
College rape truly is an epidemic,
and this video not only helps to erase
the stigma many survivors of sexual
assault face, but it further opens the
14 THE CHRONICLE

Monday, Sept. 21

STROMAE

NOAH GUNDERSEN

Riviera Theatre
4746 N. Racine Ave.
7 p.m.
$40

Thalia Hall
1807 S. Allport St.
7 p.m.
$17 adv./$20 day of, all ages

Tuesday, Sept. 22

jwittich@chroniclemail.com

Saturday, Sept. 26

CROOKS ON TAPE

THE OXFORD COMMA

Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
8 p.m.
$10, 21+

Beat Kitchen
2100 W. Belmont Ave.
5 p.m.
$10

Tuesday, Sept. 22
doors to allow more open conversations about sexual assault.
The power and effectiveness of the
video speaks to the passion that its collaborators all feel surrounding the issue.
In December 2014, Gaga revealed in an
interview with Howard Stern that she
was raped when she was 19 years old.
The video is meaningful, but its
message is even more powerful coming
from somebody who has survived sexual
assault and can attest to the feelings and
emotions that many survivors experience.
It is important to see celebrities
expressing support for the issue,
but it is even more special to hear
this message from someone who
has actually experienced it.
Warren told The Huffington Post
that the song's lyrics can be applicable
to anyone going through a difficult
time, including depression, suicidality, being bullied and loneliness.
"I want people to know they're
not alone, and they're not victims,
but they're survivors," she said.
This, perhaps, is the most important
message shared in the clip. Rather
than treating people who have experienced sexual assault as victims, they
should be recognized as survivors: It
recognizes their strength and bravery
rather than emphasizing any feelings
of vulnerability that survivors of sexual assault might be experiencing.

Friday, Sept. 25

Sunday, Sept. 27

DIET CIG

DESTROYER

Subterranean
2011 W. North Ave.
7 p.m.
$8, 17+

Thalia Hall
1807 S. Allport St.
8 p.m.
$20 adv $22 at door

FEATURED PHOTO

Eamonn Donnelly (bass) during the Kickback Band's
Sorry All Over The Place CD release party on Sept. 17
at Hideout Chicago, 1354 W. Wabansia Ave.

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
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Chicago Magazine
debuts Culture Festival
» ariel parrella-aureli

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

the
culture of Chicago in addition to
reading about it in the pages of
Chicago Magazine as the longtime city monthly debuts its first
cultural fest Sept. 26.
The Chicago Magazine Culture
Festival, organized in concert with
the Chicago Tribune, will be held
at Venue SIX10, 610 S. Michigan
Ave., and feature a full day of theater, comedy, music, literature
and architecture from Chicago’s
creative community. The festival
is timed to coincide with the magazine’s October 2015 Culture Guide,
said Elly Fishman, senior editor at
Chicago Magazine.
According to Fishman, this will
be the magazine’s first editorial
event, and her team has been preparing for the occasion for a year.
RESIDENTS CAN EXPERIENCE

“It’s a really great way to engage
our audience and have readers get
to know our staff,” Fishman said.
She said the festival is a different way to experience culture and
is largely modeled after the New
Yorker festival in New York City,
which emphasizes conversation
and performance.
She also said her team selected
artists they believed would work
well in the festival. Notable events
include a reading from theater
company Steppenwolf’s upcoming show “East of Eden” by John
Steinbeck, in which the company’s
new artistic director will be introduced, and a talk by Gillian Flynn,
author of the No. 1 New York Times
best-selling novel “Gone Girl,” who
will describe her writing process,
reveal her latest work and host a
book signing.
The festival will feature
a performance by Chicago

comedians from the
weekly stand-up show
“Lincoln Lodge;” a panel
discussion focused on
the city’s evolving
architectural legacy
and a performance;
and talk by indierock singer/songwriter Angel Olson.
“I am going to be
on the stage for Angel
Olson, so that’s certainly
on my mind,” Fishman said,
adding that she has been a longtime fan of the Missouri guitarist.
Phil Thompson, event producer at
Venue SIX10, said he is also looking forward to the evening with a
music headliner at his venue.
“It’s [as] unique [of an] event as
they go for us,” Thompson said,
adding that he believes hosting
the Culture Festival will spread
awareness of Venue SIX10.
Thompson said he hopes the
guests will enjoy their experience
and attend other events.
“[We] are very excited to see
the crowds that come to support
[Chicago Magazine], and we

want to help them be successful,”
Thompson said.
Sarah Harrell, director of
Events and Strategic Partnership
at Tribune Media Group, said
Venue SIX10 was chosen for its
central location near Chicago’s
schools, whose students they hope
will attend the festival.
“[We wanted to] align the [festival] with the culture schools of
Chicago,” Harrell said.
People can buy single tickets for
each of the four panels, or a culture
day pass that will grant admission

PLYMOUTH
PUB

. RESTAURANT . ROOFTOP

BAR AND GRILL

» ANNIE GASKELL/CHRONICLE

to all the panels. The day pass is
$50 and each panel is $30, with
the exclusion of the music panel—
Angel Olson’s event will be $60.
Student discounts are available
but must be redeemed online before
the day of the event. The codes are
CULTUREFEST15 for $15 off the
VIP concert and reception, and
CF2015 for $5 off any of the four
panels. Visit chicagomag.com/
culturefestival.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com

LOCATED AT
327 S. PLYMOUTH CT
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Main Level Bar Hours:
Mon - Wed: 11am -7pm
Thurs & Fri: 11am -10pm
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Rooftop Bar & Grill Hours:
Mon - Sun: 11am - Midnight
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Breakdancing meets
Bach at Chicago Theatre
» frank enyart

After consulting Christopher
Hagel, a prominent classical music
enthusiast, Bassil said his crew
“FLYING BACH,” A Red Bull-spon- went to work to find exactly whose
sored show fusing the music music to use.
of Johann Sebastian Bach with
“[Hagel] liked the idea, so we
breakdancing, is returning to started to talk about it,” Bassil
Chicago for a three-day run at the said. “We needed some famous
Chicago Theatre, located at 175 N. composer, and also something that
State St.
was really important. He came up
The show, which has been with Johann Sebastian Bach and
enthusiastically received in 28 his work on the piano.”
countries including the U.S., was
According to Bassil, the chalinspired by the trips artistic direc- lenge came in interpreting Bach’s
tor Vartan Bassil took to classical fugues for breaking.
music concerts in his youth.
“Every dancer took one of the
Bassil said his mother, a fan of voices [in the fugue], and it was
what he called “high art,” took him easy to bring moves from note to
to many concerts growing up, and note,” Bassil said.
he found the hours-long classical
No stranger to unusual combimusic concerts “boring.”
nations, Christopher Hagel rose
He hoped to find a medium that to fame by conducting operas in
could mix the high art of classical unique places such as museums
music with his passion for dance. and subway stations. For this
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

A “b-boy” executed a headspin
while the pianist accompanied him
with the sounds of Bach.

production, he shares artistic
director responsibilities and
serves as accompanist, playing
the piano.
Bassil said that he was overwhelmed with support from the
United States crowd and its positive reactions to their interpretation of breakdancing.
“Breakdancing [came] from
America, so for us as a German
group, we can present to them
how we interpret breakdancing
with music from a German composer. We were nervous to see how
Americans accepted us as a group,”
Bassil said.
After their first stint in Chicago
ran for six days and sold more than
50,000 tickets, Bassil said he is
excited to come back to Chicago,
because of the shows previous successes and for personal reasons.
“I’m a big fan of Michael Jordan

» Courtesy RED BULL

[and] I collect specialty Jordan
[shoes],” Bassil said.
According to Kelsa Robinson, a
lecturer in the Dance Department
and an experienced breaker, the
dance form began in the early
1970s when hip-hop got its start
in South Bronx, New York.
Robinson said historians credit
DJ Kool Herc, a Jamaican immigrant, with creating the music that
inspired breaking.
“[Kool Herc] recognized [Bronx
residents] were playing funk and
soul music and when all the sounds
in the music dropped out and you

primarily just had the percussion,
that’s when folks would really go
crazy and get down at the parties,
and he wanted to extend the length
of those breaks,” Robinson said.
Robinson said one of the key
elements involved with breaking is “reinventing” the style and
according to their website, “Flying
Bach,” and the World Breakdance
Champions Flying Steps have created a “one-of-a-kind, innovative
adaptation” with this production.
fenyart@chroniclemail.com

INVITE
YOU AND A
GUEST TO
AN ADVANCE
SCREENING
Stop by the offices of
the Columbia Chronicle
located at 33 East Congress,
Suite 224, Chicago, IL 60605

for your chance to win
a pass for two to the
special advance screening
on Wednesday,
September 23.
No purchase necessary, while supplies last. Void where
prohibited or restricted by law. A limited number of
passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis.
Seating is on a first come, first served basis. Please
refer to screening passes for all other restrictions. Limit
one admit-two pass per person. Screening passes valid
strictly for Columbia College Chicago students, staff,
and faculty only and are distributed at the discretion
of the promotional partner. Those that have received a
screening pass or promotional prize within the last 90
days are not eligible. This film is rated R for language.

IN THEATERS OCTOBER 2

www.mississippigrind-movie.com |

/MississippiGrindMovie
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Jeremy Scott documentary
shows ‘people’s designer’ label
» adam tschorn
TNS News Wire

Yudin’s documentary “Jeremy Scott: The People’s Designer,” which was to hit
theaters worldwide Sept. 18, could
hardly have come at a better time,
given Scott’s current pop-culture
profile, which includes a redesign
of MTV’s Video Music Awards’
Moonman statuette and news
that he has collaborated with
Madonna on costumes on her
upcoming tour.
The 108-minute film focuses
heavily on the run-up to Scott’s
debut runway show for Italian luxury brand Moschino in February
2014. Using interviews with Scott,
his family, celebrity friends and
fashion industry heavyweights,
it sketches out a career arc that
started with his childhood in
Kansas City, Missouri, and

job of explaining, through use of
archival video clips of runway
shows and the words of the late
designer Franco Moschino himself, how Scott is the perfect person to breathe fresh life into the
brand. Moschino, who founded his
label in 1983, gained fame for his
use of visual puns, anti-fashion
fashion statements and enthusiastic appropriation of other
pieces of pop culture. Scott is an
equally enthusiastic appropriator and repackager of pop culture
motifs, including “Dynasty,” Bart
Simpson, Shrek and graffiti.
It’s an approach that puts Scott
at odds with a fashion system that
prizes originality, apparent in the
critics’ mostly negative reactions
to that debut Moschino collection,
filled with riffs on McDonald’s
and other fast-food imagery
with a handful of SpongeBob

Jeremy Scott arrives in signature
outlandish garb at the Givenchy
Spring 2016 Fashion Show.

helped cement Scott’s place in the
pop culture pantheon when his
handprints were immortalized in
a slab of wet concrete at the TCL
Chinese Theatre.
chronicle@colum.edu

» SEAN ZANNI/PATRICK MCMULLAN
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LOS ANGELES— VLAD

reached a high point when he
dressed Katy Perry for the Super
Bowl XLIX halftime show this
past February.
“It’s F-U-N—that’s it, that’s all
it is,” says rapper A$AP Rocky at
the beginning of the documentary.
“Jeremy is just a big kid with a wild
imagination.” What follows is a
cavalcade of celebrity testimonials from the high-profile names
such as Perry, Miley Cyrus, Rita
Ora and designer Arianne Phillips.
For anyone unfamiliar with the
designer, Yudin’s documentary is a
good primer on the reigning clown
prince of fashion, hitting some of
Scott’s earlier career milestones
such as attending Pratt Institute
in New York City and staging his
first-ever show in Paris before
fast-forwarding to his relationships with Moschino and Perry.
The filmmaker does an excellent

SquarePants pieces thrown in for
good measure.
This fits nicely with the conceit of the documentary, which
is that Scott’s success is despite,
not because of, the critics who
fill the show seats or the designschool gatekeepers who rejected
his application citing a lack of
originality. He is, as the title of the
documentary makes clear, “the
people’s designer,” which is why we
wish there wasn’t such a big, Los
Angeles-shaped hole in the film.
Scott is an L.A.-based designer
and his work here—with stylists,
costume designers and pop stars—
has helped push his name to near
rock-star status. His SoCal presence is reduced to a few minutes
inside his home and a snippet of
a fashion award speech at the
Sunset Tower Hotel.
In retrospect, the slight doesn’t
seem so bad considering the documentary made its world premiere
here, and as part of the event, L.A.
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Rentable designer
clothes strut
in Chicago

sentiments about the similarities
between the company and secondhand shopping.
“It is a really interesting concept,”
“I have never really seen someConnell said. “[It is] not unlike thing like this,” Stras said. “[It
thrift shopping.”
is giving] more people access to
Connell added the only differ- designer clothing.”
ence between thrift shopping and
Lawrence said the business has
using Rent the Runway is that affected the fashion world because
accessories each month they can
the company gives customers an it offers more women access to
exchange at any time.
» ariel parrella-aureli
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
array
of choices at their fingertips, designers. She added that the
Letty Lawrence, a spokesinstead
of their having to scour the customer reactions have been
woman for Rent the Runway, said
aisles.
She
said she also likes that overwhelmingly positive.
RENT THE RUNWAY, a fashion com- in an emailed statement that the
the
company
encourages women
pany that rents out women’s company was launched in 2009
“Rent the Runway encourages
to
order
two
sizes of a dress to women to try new trends [they]
designer apparel and accessories, by Jennifer Hyman, CEO, and
make sure one fits.
opened a Chicago location in May Jennifer Fleiss, head of business
might not normally try because
Connell said what she does they do not want to commit to buy2015. The store, located at 710 N. development, after they met as
not like about the company is it ing them,” Lawrence said.
Wabash Ave., is the company’s classmates at Harvard University.
encourages customers to lie about
fourth location after New York
“Our vision is to provide every
Connell said the company is
» Courtesy RENT THE RUNWAY
who
they are.
City, the District of Columbia and woman with a subscription to
different in regards to its effects
“[Renting expensive designer on the fashion industry and that
Las Vegas.
fashion,” Lawrence said.
dresses]
is like social media, where it hurts the knock-off brands by
The store rents clothing by
Lawrence said the company has [more than] 5 million members,”
we
portray
ourselves publicly in a luring their customers away.
appointment or by walk-in, and pieces from more than 300 design- Lawrence said.
way
that
is
not really who we are,”
has no problem with last minute ers, including Roberto Cavalli,
Dana Connell, an associate
Lawrence said the company has
Connell
said.
“When I rent a gown, seen an influx of college students.
requests. Customers can try on Vera Wang, MSGM, Jason Wu and professor in the Fashion Studies
apparel for a future date, pick up Diane von Furstenberg. The com- Department, said she has mixed I am putting out there publicly that
“More recently, college stuonline orders and swap out items pany consistently partners with feelings about Rent the Runway. I am rich and famous.”
dents have begun to use Rent the
Shelby Stras, a junior fashion Runway for everyday occasions,”
when they are not fully satisfied. It new designers to offer subscribers Connell, who has experience in
studies
major, said she thinks Lawrence said.
offers a monthly subscription ser- more choices, Lawrence said.
the retail business, said the comthe
business
is innovative and
vice for $99 that provides custom“Since Rent the Runway’s launch pany has great implications from
different,
and
echoed Connell’s
ers with three pieces of clothing or six years ago, it has grown to a business perspective .
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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Rent the Runway supplies
residents with designer
clothes at retail prices.
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REELING
FILM FESTIVAL

Reels in Viewers with visions of progress
» Photos Courtesy REELING FILM FESTIVAL

» jake miller

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Reeling Film Festival
opened on Sept. 17 at the Music Box Theater, 3733 N. Southport Ave., focusing on
LGBT filmmakers and films.
The week-long festival, which debuted in
April 1981, showcases feature films, documentaries and shorts, celebrating “identities
for a community too often misrepresented or
ignored in mainstream film and television,”
according to the festival’s website.
This year’s lineup includes nearly 40 feature films and more than 60 short films,
many of them Chicago premieres. Among
the highlights are Roland Emmerich’s
“Stonewall,” which depicts the early days
of the gay rights movement; “A Sinner in
Mecca,” Parvez Sharma’s controversial tale
of a homosexual Muslim’s pilgrimage to
Mecca; and a retrospective showing of Ang
Lee’s Oscar-winning “Brokeback Mountain”
in commemoration of its 10th anniversary.
In recent decades, the LGBT community
has made tremendous progress, and the
films shown at Reeling reflect the diversity
of LGBT life in ways seldom seen in commercial film. One example is “Leftovers,” an
experimental documentary about an elderly
lesbian couple, directed by Michelle Citron,
Columbia College professor emeritus, which
was shown on Sept. 20.
Citron noted the films operate on a variety
of levels and have broad appeal.
“Films often speak to politics,” Citron
said. “But really good films speak to an
audience beyond the narrow definition of
their audience. There should be a universal,
human quality there.”
Eve Studnicka, a junior cinema art + science major and director of the short “The
Night Smokers of Chicago,” shown on the
same night, expressed similar views.
“I’ve always believed that if you want to
send a message, you should use a telegram,”
Studnicka said. “I like films that document
very small, individual human stories that
THE 33RD ANNUAL
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Prior to “Leftovers,” Michelle
Citron worked primarily on interactive video exhibits, rather
than narrative cinema.

can unfold into an awareness of a broader,
more universal truth.”
“The Night Smokers of Chicago” follows
this pattern. Studnicka wandered the streets
of Chicago with her camera between the
hours of 10 p.m. and 4 a.m. to find strangers
outside smoking cigarettes and asked them
intimate questions about their lives.
“It was late, they were tired, maybe a little
bit drunk,” she said. “I was amazed at how
candid and vulnerable people were willing
to be.”
Studnicka’s film has social relevance,
but as a side effect of her examination of
individual truths.
“The film doesn’t really throw any specific cause or issue into your face, but if
the human leverage raises awareness of

something larger, that’s great,” she said.
Another film shown on the Sept. 20 program was “Skye,” directed by Chicago filmmaker João Queiroga, who simply stated,
“I wanted to make a film about wonderful
human beings.”
The documentary’s title is taken from
the surname of its main character, a transgender woman named Eva Skye, who lives
in a newly opened Boystown senior center,
which she calls her first real home.
“Before I’d get cruel, hurtful remarks, cold
stares and sneers. Now I get ‘hellos’, smiles,
and hugs,” she said in the documentary.
When Queiroga moved to Chicago in
2009, he was mesmerized by the degree
of difference in America’s cultural atmosphere. After living in Portugal and India, he

found the prospect of an LGBT film festival
utterly foreign.
“To see billboards and magazines featuring Reeling was earth-shattering. I had
never before imagined that there was a space
where you could celebrate your identity,”
he said.
However, Queiroga added, “It’s not just
local; it’s global. Reeling represents filmmakers from all around the world.”
The festival’s greatest strength is that it
allows often marginalized individuals to
showcase experiences that would not normally be heard, said Brenda Webb, founder
of the festival and executive director at
Chicago Filmmakers.
When Webb started the festival in 1981,
it was only the second LGBT film festival

FEATURE
Michelle Citron’s “Leftovers” documents
the pre-Stonewall lesbian community using thousands of snapshots taken during
the course of a 50-year relationship.

Eve Studnicka’s “The Night
Smokers of Chicago” chronicles a motley cast of strangers
found smoking cigarettes on
the streets of Chicago.

The Senior Center on Halsted
in which Eva Skye lives is the
first LGBT-friendly affordable
senior housing facility in the
Midwest.

in America—created after San Francisco’s
Frameline. Initially, Webb intended to
start an experimental film festival, but she
quickly realized an overwhelming portion
of the experimental work being submitted
came from LGBT filmmakers.
For a marginalized population, the only
acceptable vehicle for LGBT creative expression was an equally obscure form of cinema,
she concluded.
“I reframed these artists into the context
of lesbian and gay expression, and it made me
feel as if they really needed to be connected
with a larger community,” Webb said. “[I
asked myself], ‘Does the larger lesbian and
gay community know about these artists?
How can we help this marginalized form of
cinema to reach a larger LGBT audience?’”

Being able to come together as a community and see LGBT stories on the silver
screen proved to facilitate a tremendous
capacity for healing. Richard Knight Jr.,
features co-programmer for the film festival, described the community as a “family
of necessity.”
Reeling’s lineup demonstrates the U.S.’s
growing acceptance of the LGBT community, bringing an underground phenomenon
into mainstream cinema. Knight said the
festival has recently shifted away from traditional “coming-out” films and progressed
toward genre cinema.
“We’re seeing gay murder mysteries, comedies and horror films,” Knight said.
Previously, the development of VHS video
and other technologies made the filmmaking

process more accessible to the general public. Webb said the democratization of the
medium—coupled with the grim social climate of the AIDS epidemic—revealed itself
in an entirely new culture of filmmaking
which explored darker themes.
However, Webb said she is less concerned
by the shift in content and more absorbed by
the hardships suffered by the community.
“It was heart-wrenching,” she said. “We
would fly a filmmaker into the festival, we’d
befriend them and enjoy their work, and then
we would lose them.”
In the festival’s early days, the only
narrative LGBT films being shown were
European, but as LGBT cinema gained
traction in the United States—largely
as a result of festivals like Reeling and

Frameline—narrative LGBT cinema took
off as well, Webb said. These festivals
actively helped to bring LGBT culture out
of the shadows and into the mainstream
eye, she said.
“We were suddenly selling out all of our
seats and we had to turn people away,” Webb
said. “We tapped into a raw need within a
community that had been deprived. It was
overwhelming. People were crying because
they couldn’t get in.”
The Reeling Film Festival will continue to
screen films at Landmark’s Century Centre
Cinema, 2828 N Clark St., through Sept. 24.
Visit reelingfilmfestival.org for show times
and more information.
dmiller@chroniclemail.com
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Oh my, good ol’

INGREDIENTS:

2 pounds sweet potatoes or yams
1 cup granulated sugar
1 cup brown sugar
2 eggs
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 1/2 cup butter
1/2 cup half-and-half

sweet potato pie
» jessica scott

one for me. I love sweet potato pie
so much that people express their
I LOVE SWEET potato pie! I hate to
love for me by baking me sweet
say this, but it is my favorite food. potato pies.
Sweet potato pie reminds me of
For instance, I have a close
Thanksgiving, spending time friend named Aaquila who lives
with my family and friends back in Motown—Detroit, the Motor
home on the East Coast and good City, baby, and every time I visit
ol’ home cooking.
her and her family, her mother Mrs.
Hold on a minute though, I do Buffington, bakes me two sweet
not eat sweet potato pie only on potato pies.
Thanksgiving Day—oh no, sweet
Listen people, when I say that
potato pie is eaten throughout the Mrs. Buffington’s sweet potato pie
year. You know how some people is the best sweet potato pie I have
only eat the typical Thanksgiving ever had, believe me. Sometimes
food on Thanksgiving? Or eat I wish I lived in Detroit, just so I
birthday cake only when it is some- could have the best sweet potato
one’s birthday? Well, not over here. pie at my fingertips. If only she
I eat sweet potato pie whenever I would give me her recipe —but then
get the urge.
again, if she did, I would probably
That urge happens at least once end up looking like a sweet potato
a month, which means I am either pie. I don’t want that, but what I do
baking a pie or someone is baking want is for you to try to make my

MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

recipe.
Begin
by boiling
two pounds of
sweet potatoes
in a large pot for
about 30 minutes.
When they are done
boiling, let them cool
and then peel off their skin.
Place potatoes into a mixer
and then go back to the stove
and place one and a half cups of
butter into a small pot and bring it
to a simmer. Next add one cup of
white sugar and one cup of brown
sugar, teaspoon of cinnamon and
teaspoon of nutmeg, then stir.
Go back to the mixer and start
mixing your potatoes, as you are
mixing your potatoes, add the butter, half-and-half, sugar concoction, the two eggs and the vanilla

Call for viewings : 312-461-9707
or stop in the South Loop Club
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extract.
Ma ke
sure the
potatoes are
mixed well with
few or no clumps.
Pour the mixture
into the pie crust, which
you can buy at any grocery
store, then preheat the oven
to 400 degrees and bake the
pie for 60 minutes or until it
gets a golden glaze appearance
on top. Then remove the pie from
the oven and let it cool for about
60–90 minutes. Once the pie has
cooled, go ahead and enjoy like it
is Thanksgiving. I enjoy mine cold,
but some people prefer to eat it hot.
Whatever floats your boat. Enjoy!
jscott@chroniclemail.com

1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon nutmeg

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Boil a large pot of water.
2. Place sweet potatoes into
boiling water and boil potatoes
until tender enough to stick a fork
in them.
3. In a small pot, warm butter
until it melts and slowly add white
and brown sugar and stir until it
becomes a liquid.
4. Set up mixer
5. Let potatoes cool, then peel and
place in the mixer.
6. Begin to mix the potatoes.
7. Add butter and sugar mixture,
mix thoroughly.
8. Add eggs into mixture.
9. Add the vanilla extract, cinnamon and nutmeg.
10. Preheat your oven to 400 degrees Fahrenheit.
11. Bake for 60 minutes or until
top develops a golden glaze.
12. Remove from oven, let cool for
about 60–90 mins.
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Lana Del Rey’s
atmosphere
gets thin
» glenn gamboa
NEWSDAY

LANA DEL REY, more than any other
major artist currently around, is
truly a one-note performer.
It’s an exceedingly interesting
note, one that is executed well
enough, especially on record, to
hold the interest of even passing
music fans—a heady mix of laidback, dreamy vocals and icy, hiphop-inspired beats.
She does it aga in on
“Honeymoon” through Interscope
Records, her third collection of
melancholy, often savvy, poetic
songs. But, at this point, her pretty,
mysterious, disaffected rebel act is
stretched a bit thin.
“We both know that it’s not

fashionable to love me” is her
opening declaration in the album’s
title track—featuring stacks of her
vocals, a string section and the
occasional drum flourish. The
single “High by the Beach” returns
to the successful formula from
“Summertime Sadness” and “Born
to Die,” combining dry-but-dramatic vocals with hip-hop beats.
“Salvatore” handles the mix even
more effectively.
However, because all the atmospherics—the production, the
tempo, the delivery—tend to stay
the same on “Honeymoon,” the
focus moves to the lyrics to set
the songs apart. And that doesn’t
do her any favors in undercooked
songs like “Art Deco” (“Baby you’re
so ghetto, you’re looking to score”)

meOUT

CHECK
» EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE

or “Swan Song” (“Put your white
tennis shoes on and follow me”).
Her struggle with material
becomes even more noticeable
when she applies her style to
the classic “Don’t Let Me Be
Misunderstood,” showing how
well her voice holds up even when

she’s singing more than her usual
handful of notes.
“Honeymoon” is uneven and
falters in comparison with songs
by similar artists like Lorde or
Melanie Martinez. Del Rey is
counting more on her mysterious
rebel persona than her actual

songwriting to make this work,
but she would be better off playing to her strengths and simply
releasing a series of singles or
EPs, accompanied, of course, by
striking, controversial videos.
chronicle@chroniclemail.com

WHAT IS YOUR BEST PICK-UP LINE?

David Egan
Sophomore theatre major

“Goodnight.”

“Are you tired? Because you
have been running in my mind
all day.”

Ben Carne
Sophomore theatre major
“Hey, do you have a map?
Because I just got lost in
your eyes.”

Infinitie Green
Sophomore design major
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Belmont hopes to carry on Chicago
pop-punk tradition with new EP
» frank enyart
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pop-punk quintet from Chicago’s North Side. Formed in 2014, the
band has garnered a sizable following in
the Chicago area. Its latest EP, Vicissitude,
was recorded over a three-day period after
Citizen vocalist Mat Kerekes invited them
to join him and his brother at a studio in
Toledo, Ohio.
The result is a high-energy album that
blends pop-punk and hardcore elements,
reminiscent of bands like The Wonder Years
and Knuckle Puck. The Chronicle spoke
with bassist and background vocalist Joey
Legittino about the band’s formation in
Chicago, its latest EP, and what it was like
working with some of the bands influences.
BELMONT IS A

THE CHRONICLE: Who are a few groups

that influenced you?

For me personally,
influences come from an old-school punk

JOEY LEGITTINO:

background like the Dead Kennedys and Sex
Pistols. As a band, it stems from Citizen, The
Story So Far, Counterparts, Such Gold and
those type of bands that really brought our
sound to what it is.
How did the band form?
I’ve known our drummer, Brian Lada, for
years because we go to the Glenbrook South
High School [in Glenview], and I knew he
was a drummer. I asked him numerous
times to be in a band with me, and he finally
agreed. Amal Sheth , who used to be in the
band, reached out to me because he was
starting something with Taz Johnson, our
singer, and another guitarist. We practiced
with another drummer, and it didn’t work
out, so we just kind of picked up Brian. He
practiced once with us because he was just
going to fill in for one show, and eventually
he said, “Whatever, I’ll be your drummer.”
That’s sort of how Taz, Brian and I came
together, and then we switched between
three different guitarists before we landed
Sam Patt, our rhythm guitarist.

Belmont (from left to right): Joey Legittino (bass/vocals), Brian Lada (drums),
Matt Fusi (lead guitar), Sam Patt (rhythm
guitar) and Taz Johnson (vocals)

What inspired the band’s name?
Our first month of practices started in a loft
on Belmont [Avenue]. We thought, “Hey, this
is a catchy name.” It’s one word and it rolls
off the tongue right, so we might as well
name it after the street we practiced on. At
the time we thought, “Whoa, this is pretty
pop-punk of us.”
What was it like working with a member of Citizen?
We went [to Ohio] for three days over a weekend. When we walked in, and he came up
the stairs, we thought “Whoa, this is the
real deal.” Mat and Chris were just two of
the most genuine guys. We slept on Chris
Kerekes’ floor and just [hung] out. We grew a
friendship with them, which is astonishing,
and it was one of the first times we ever felt
like a band doing something useful.
How did you come up with your latest
EP’s name, Vicissitude?
The whole EP is kind of about change. Taz
writes most of the lyrics, and [they] really
stem from the heart. He was saying the
whole EP was about people in his life who

» COURTESY LAURA ROHLAND

have come and gone. He said some were
sad and some were good, so we were just
thinking of a cool way to include change.
Brian had said, “What about Vissicitude?”
How has growing up in Chicago
affected the band?
Just seeing Fall Out Boy come out of Chicago,
and bands like Real Friends and Knuckle
Puck come out of Tinley Park. Fall Out Boy
is a huge influence on me now, considering
Patrick Stump went to the school I currently
go to. If I could say one thing, it’s that the
Chicago local scene is the best scene out
of any state we’ve ever played in or heard
about. We couldn’t be anything without the
community support.
fenyart@chroniclemail.com

Summer nostalgia
» zoe eitel

» mckayla braid

Oceans
Ship to Wreck

Forever
Message Man
Elastic Heart

» arabella breck
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Misterwives
Florence and the Machine
Haim
Twenty One Pilots
Sia

Drag Me Down
Car Radio
Hold Me Down
She’s Kinda Hot
Runaway

Staff Playlist
» selena cotte

CAMPUS REPORTER

One Direction
Twenty One Pilots
Halsey
5 Seconds of Summer
Ed Sheeran

Change of Seasons
Peaches
Into the Ocean
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Sweet Thing
In The Valley Below
Blue October

Katie Queen of Tennessee Apache Relay
Atlas Hands

Benjamin Francis Leftwich

Heartbeat

Childish Gambino

Uma Thurman

Fall Out Boy

Can’t Feel My Face

The Weeknd

Know Yourself
Woman (Reading)

Drake
La Dispute
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things to
try doing
alone

Have you ever felt lost in the craziness of life? “Milk the Pigeon” is
a blog dedicated to “all those lost
20–somethings” questioning their
purpose in the world. Alexander
Heyne created “Milk the Pigeon”
after reflecting upon his own unhappiness shortly after he began
his career. The blog is packed with
meaningful content that pushes
readers to have a light-bulb moment that results in living a more
fulfilling life.

Video: “smashing
30 iPhone’s with
a hammer for
science!”
Columbia tends to be a pro-Apple school, but some may find it
cathartic to watch Youtube user
TechRax smash 30 older generation iPhones with a hammer using varying amounts of pressure.
Why, you ask? For science, of
course! Just don’t try it at home,
because it ends exactly in the way
you would expect.
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quotable
moments in the
newroom

» arabella breck

» megan bennett

» lauren kostiuk

Go out to dinner:

I was an 1800s reenactor:

“Hey Colin, can you help me?”

Going to dinner with people can be fun,
but I think everyone should try going out
alone. At first you might feel awkward
saying “Table for one, please,” but you
might discover you are still in good company when you are on your own.

No, I did not get paid for this—I just
wanted the bragging rights, I guess. I got
to do things like weave baskets, play with
sticks and hoops and even participate in
a fake Prohibition rally. My main regret
is never churning butter, which is what
most people ask about when I tell them
this story. Their dissapointment almost
makes the entire experience not worth it.

Colin is our senior graphic designer—or
as I like to call him, the “design king.”
Recently, adjusting to our rockin’ new
redesign has led to reporters frantically
screaming Colin’s name every Friday.

CAMPUS REPORTER

Blog: “milk the
pigeon”

childhood
experiences people
think are weird

Go to a museum:
Chicago has plenty of museums to visit.
Columbia students can go to the Art Institute and the Museum of Contemporary Art for free, so why not take a field
trip? If you do not feel comfortable exploring a museum on your own, there are
usually docent-led tours available.
Take a walk:
Try to take some time and get to know a
new area of the city. Find a neighborhood
that you want to get to know and, as you
walk around, try to be aware of things
around you. If you see a cafe or a bookstore, go there—you might find your new
favorite spot in the city.
Take a class for fun:
Find a class about something you are
interested in and take it. Whether it be
a class on cooking, painting, African
dance, yoga or 3D printing—yes, that is
a class you can take—put yourself out
there. Even if you only learn you hate it,
it is a good experience to have.
Have a dance party:
Sometimes you just need to dance with
nobody watching. Blasting One Direction and busting out some sick moves
will not solve all your problems, but it
sure is fun.

CAMPUS EDITOR

My colonial-themed birthday party:
At my 1770s-themed party, which was
a half-birthday party (some say this is
even worse), there were quill writing
and cross-stitch stations as well as a
history lesson segment. For the record,
I (and I alone) rocked colonial-themed
attire for the entire day.
My first word was “Pocahontas”:
Call me advanced—or just Disney-obsessed—but I have been told by my
friends that this is completely not normal. Though my intellect has plateaued
and I am now just averagely gifted, I like
to think I was once a vocabulary prodigy.
I had a TV-time contract:
The Bennett family took the professional route to limiting weekday screen
time. My dad drafted and printed out a
full-length contract, which all three kids
were asked to sign. Apparently, verbal
commitment is not enough to ensure
that we could stay away from the Disney
Channel for five days.
I read the phone book constantly:
I do not even have an explanation for this
one. Just shame.

CAMPUS REPORTER

“Want to go to Cafecito?”
A long-standing tradition in the newsroom is making regular trips to the nearby Cuban cafe, Cafecito. You know you
have the equivalent of frequent flyer status when even the manager has not only
your sandwich order memorized but
your coffee order, too.
“Is that your therapy dog?”
One of my fellow reporters, Arabella, has
a pillow pet that the office adopted. Our
awesome general manager asked her if
that was her therapy dog. Those who understand reporting know this is an ingenious coping strategy.
“Is ‘slickable’ a word?”
Recently, I was trying to decipher a word
in my interview’s recording. In my desperation, I asked my desk editor—and
spelling bee champ—if “slickable” is a
word. She listened to the recording and
told me, “Lauren, he said flexible.”
“Look how many friends I have!”
This quote is from yours truly, and the
sad part was I was joking. The truth is,
the people that make up my beautiful
Chronicle family are my friends, and
who else does a journalist need besides
other journalists to rant about current
events and incorrect fonts or sing occasional “The Sound of Music” duets.

reviews
app

snapchat
version 9.15.0.0

screen

“american
horror story:
hotel” trailers

ARTS & CULTURE

scale

music

random

anthems for
doomed youth
by the libertines

iphone 6s and
iphone 6s plus

» arabella breck

» zoe¨ eitel
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» ben kowalski

» mckayla braid

Snapchat has done it again, giving us
an update we did not know we wanted. The interface has changed so that
you can no longer see how long a
Snapchat story is. The app now runs
slower, especially when you try to
take videos, but you can also send all
your friends snaps of you turning into
a horror movie character or puking
rainbows, so it’s almost worth it.

As with previous seasons, the new
AHS trailers are short and cryptic,
giving little away about the plot, but
that doesn’t mean it isn’t promising. With the return of some actors
and debuts of others, I’m crossing
my fingers that “Hotel” will be more
entertaining than the mess that was
“Freakshow,” and that Lady Gaga can
fill the void Jessica Lange left.

Just in time to sneer its way through
my first week of class, British punk
quartet The Libertines returned from
an 11-year hiatus Sept. 11 with Anthems for Doomed Youth. With refreshing variety throughout, the LP features
clean electric guitars, pianos and even
reggae grooves. Punk purists needn’t
worry—the band hasn’t abandoned
flatly pessimistic lyrics.

“The only thing that has changed is
everything.” OK, Apple has no chill.
For one, there is virtually no difference, aside from that it now comes
in rose gold and has 3D touch so I can
click on things by accident without
actually touching my phone. The preorder prices start at $649 for the 6S
and $749 for the 6S Plus. I think I’ll
just get a discounted iPhone 6.
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app

companion

screen

“whine about it”

music

“the emotion”
/
by borns

METRO REPORTER

random

yoga with
adriene

» lauren kostiuk

» frank enyart

» katlyn tolly

» gretchen sterba

Companion is this really neat app
designed by University of Michigan
students that allows people walking
home alone to request a digital buddy to track their location. Several
features include a check-in from the
app if headphones are ripped out or
if the walker starts running, along
with the ability to call 911 with a double push of a button. This app is practical for anyone walking home alone.

Matt Bellassai came onto the scene
with this series in which he gets super
drunk and yells about things he dislikes. I’m all for a rant, but watching
this series makes me more stressed
than I was before. Admittedly, there
are some moments when I find his
intoxicated banter funny, but generally I think Bellassai just needs a hug,
a nap and reassurance everything is
going to be just fine.

Indie rock musician BØRNS recently
released his enchanting single “The
Emotion,” giving fans a preview of his
upcoming album, Dopamine, set to
be released Oct. 16 with Interscope.
The song’s silky smooth vocals set
a dream–like tone that sends chills
down my spine with angelic instrumentals that are refreshing to the ear.
I think I’ve found “The Emotion” that
BØRNS refers to.

If you claim you’re a yogi and don’t
know what “Yoga With Adriene” is,
do you even yoga bro? This Austinite
is an actress and certified yoga teacher who customizes each Youtube
yoga video to fit her diverse fan base,
whether it’s yoga for weight loss, yoga
for broken hearts, morning yoga–you
get the idea. With her encouraging
wisdom and killer sukhasanas, you’ll
be set for the rest of your day.
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America has only absorbed 1,554 of them.
welcomed more than 120,000 Cubans
An online petition on The White House’s
who fled during the Mariel boatlift.
website that calls for the government to
Some may argue that the U.S. played
pledge to welcome at least 65,000 refugees
a role in Vietnamese and Cuban
has garnered more than 78,000 signatures. conflicts and therefore had primary
responsibility for aiding refugees.
The president is being urged by 17
However,
as a world leader, America
Senate Democrats and 72 members
should
set
an example for other nations
of the House of Representatives to
by
offering
refuge to those in need.
increase current initiatives. Secretary
The
Statue
of Liberty, a symbol of
of State John Kerry has said in private
America’s
freedom
and values, is inscribed
meetings that he wants the number to
with
the
words
of
poet
Emma Lazarus:
be raised to 75,000, according to a Sept.
Venezuela has pledged to open its borders
“Give
me
your
tired,
your
poor, your hud16 report by USA Today. The refugee
to 20,000 refugees. Meanwhile, Hungary,
limit must be finalized by the begindled masses yearning to breathe free, the
Austria, Croatia and Slovakia have
ning of the new fiscal year on Oct. 1.
wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
imposed strict border controls to restrict
The president should raise the refugee
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to
refugees and migrants from entering.
ceiling to at least 65,000 for the next
me, I lift my lamp beside the golden door.”
More than four million Syrians—nearly
year, as recommended by the global
The Statue of Liberty welcomed mila fifth of the country’s original population— humanitarian organization International
lions of immigrants and refugees entering
have become refugees since the country’s
Rescue Committee. David Miliband, the
Ellis Island and escaping famines, persecivil war began in 2011, according to
president of the IRC and former foreign
cution and war throughout the 19th and
the United Nations. Lebanon, Jordan
minister of Britain, has criticized the
20th centuries. Like immigrants in previand Turkey have sheltered 3.6 million
U.S. for not doing more to aid and resettle
ous generations, Syrian refugees are fleeSyrians and other refugees from bordering the abundance of refugees. According
ing because they have no choice. America
countries. Still more refugees seeking
to Miliband, the U.S. should consider
should welcome those who are coming
shelter in Europe are the result of separate welcoming 100,000 Syrians, citing
from overseas seeking refuge from disasconflicts in Somalia and Afghanistan.
America’s history as a refugee haven.
ter and destruction in their homelands.
President Barack Obama has recomIn 1979 and 1980, an estimated
To set a low ceiling and lay tens of thoumended the United States accept at least
207,000 Vietnamese refugees were
sands of refugees on the shoulders of the
10,000 Syrian refugees in the next year.
absorbed by America, according to The
European Union because of proximity is
New York Times. In 1980, the U.S. also
Since the start of Syria’s civil war in 2011,
not the American thing to do in this crisis.

America should
welcome more refugees

G

ermany made headlines Sept.
8 when Chancellor Angela
Merkel announced the country
is expected to spend $6.6 billion to
welcome 800,000 refugees by the end
of 2015. Merkel has insisted that the
country’s borders remain open in light
of Europe’s refugee crisis. Germany,
which could accept up to an additional
500,000 refugees in future years, has
committed to absorbing more refugees
than any other European Union nation.
Sweden has accepted more than 50,000
refugees, while France and Spain are
adjusting quotas to welcome tens of
thousands across their respective borders.
British prime minister David Cameron
said England will accept 20,000 Syrian
refugees over the next five years. Even

College ranking system
hurts specialty schools

A

s the college application season
commences, various organizations will release rankings
of the nation’s top colleges. One of
the most prominent and influential is the annual ranking released
by U.S. News and World Report.
On Sept. 9, the media company released
the 2016 edition of its annual college
rankings. A total of 1,376 of the nation’s
2,968 four-year colleges and universities
were ranked. Princeton, Harvard and Yale
universities topped the list of national universities, while Williams and Amherst colleges topped the list of liberal arts schools.
Columbia was one of 151 colleges
evaluated in the Regional Universities
Midwest ranking category. Creighton,
Butler and Drake universities topped

editorial

the list. Robert Morris University tied
for #104, while Roosevelt University
ranked #112. Colleges that do not rank
in the top three-fourths of their category are listed as “Rank Not Published,”
according to the report’s website.
Columbia’s rank was not published.
A number of factors contributed to
rankings, including graduation rates,
alumni giving and cost of attendance,
according to the U.S. News and World
Report website. Other factors, such as
average SAT/ACT scores and class rank,
reveal the type of student a college admits.
U.S. News and World Report’s website
claims that rankings are useful when
choosing a college because “they rate the
strength of the academic program.” The
ranking methodology is heavily focused

on the type of student a college admits,
but does little to reveal the quality of the
education a student will receive, especially
at a specialty college like Columbia.
Colleges that offer most of their degrees
in fine and performing arts, such as the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, are
typically listed as “unranked.” The reason
is it would be unfair to compare the schools
to large research universities, according
to the U.S. News and World Report.
The rankings oversimplify the comparison of colleges. Universities of all
sizes and strengths are pitted against
each other. A school’s ranking—one
single number—allows prospective students and parents to compare colleges
that likely have little in common. The
rankings only reinforce the myth that a
valuable education can only be obtained
at a competitive big-name institution.
With national student loan debt surpassing $1.19 trillion, college applicants
may turn to rankings to be assured
that they are making a wise investment
when selecting a college. Rather than

Editorial Board Members
Jacob Wittich Managing Editor
Abby Seitz Opinions Editor
Megan Bennett Campus Editor
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obsessing over a college’s rank on a highly
controversial list, prospective students
should utilize the abundance of websites
that compare colleges rather than rank
them. President Obama and the United
States Department of Education launched
the College Scorecard online on Sept.
12. The Scorecard compiles federal data
on statistics such as graduation rate,
alumni salaries and diversity without
giving colleges a numerical rank.
Similarly, the ranking website Niche
provides basic admission statistics.
However, colleges are also evaluated
based on factors that can greatly affect
the college experience such as campus
food, the administration, technology,
diversity and quality of campus housing.
Columbia’s profile displays a B- overall
grade, as well as high rankings in several
categories. Each ranking is verified with
a statistical breakdown of the data that
produced the ranking. Niche’s rankings
provide a more legitimate insight into a
student’s experience, rather than relying
almost entirely on admission statistics.

Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Lauren Kostiuk Campus Reporter
Arabella Breck Campus Reporter
Alexander Aghayere Graphic Designer

Zoe Eitel Arts & Culture Reporter
Selena Cotte Copy Editor
Jessica Scott Multimedia Editor

Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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What do you think of
the new Moodle?

“It’s very accurate and it’s easy to
access. I find it to be the same as [the
old Moodle].”
dakota curington

Freshman theatre major

“It’s pretty self-explanatory. I like it.”
kyle o’connor

Senior audio arts &
acoustics major

“It’s kind of confusing, not that Moodle
was that engaging before. I don’t really
like it.”

margaret johnson
Sophomore design major

Smartphone tracking app Class120
detracts from college experience
commentary
» abby seitz

OPINIONS EDITOR

H

elicopter parents no longer have to
cease their over-involvement when
dropping their children off at college—
the smartphone application Class120
now allows parents to track whether
their college kids are attending class.
Apps like Family Tracker, Find My
Kids and Sygic Family Locator have
allowed parents to track their chil‑
dren’s whereabouts for years. However,
Class120 is specifically designed to allow
parents to monitor college attendance.
The app tracks students’ smartphone
editorial cartoon

location—when they are not at the loca‑
tion of their class at the scheduled time,
parents receive an email or text alert.
According to The Washington Post,
4,000 subscribers will be using Class120
this fall. The application is free to down‑
load, but subscriptions to the service cost
$18 a month or $200 a year. In addition to

poor class attendance. A survey of 600 col‑
lege students conducted by Class120 found
students miss an average of 240 classes in
four years of study. Drawing a correlation
between college success and class atten‑
dance is fair. If students are frequently
absent, it will be reflected in their grades.
However, the app has obvious technical

Using a smartphone application to track college
students’ class attendance isn’t an investment in
their success—it only reflects a lack of trust.
their receiving notifications, a subscrip‑
tion allows parents to see data such as the
percentage of classes attended or which
classes are most frequently skipped.
Class120’s website states that 46 per‑
cent of students do not graduate within six
years, which can partially be attributed to

flaws. The student’s smartphone has
to be present in the classroom—not the
student. Students could ask friends to
bring the phone along to class so that
their parents would not know if they
skip. Students with a jailbroken smart‑
phone can download applications such as

LocationFaker to change their location
and deceive their parents and Class120.
Android users can easily do this by
changing a few settings on their phones.
Class120’s website also fails to mention
that the application and its users effec‑
tively miss the entire point of going away
to college‑learning to be self-reliant.
With rising tuition prices and increasing
student debt, college is an investment for
both parents and students. Parents who
finance their children’s education may
argue that because it is their money, they
have a right to monitor class attendance.
But for most students, college is their first
time on their own and an opportunity to
function as adults. A student’s college
readiness is typically measured academ‑
ically through test scores and grades,
rather than by responsibility and maturity.
Parents may be inclined to watch over
their children, even when they’re away at
college. However, making poor decisions
and suffering the consequences is part
of the learning experience because, for
the most part, consequences aren’t as
severe as they would be in the real world.
Students who fail enough classes to
face academic probation or flunk out are
likely unprepared to go away to school in
the first place. Some teenagers are not
ready for the responsibility, and there is
nothing wrong with that. Taking classes
at a community college and working
a part-time job can help them develop
the work ethic and maturity necessary
for a successful collegiate experience.
Teaching children to set an alarm
clock and go to class are skills parents
help instill throughout middle and high
school. Using a smartphone application to
track college students’ class attendance
is not an investment in their success—it
only reflects a lack of trust in their
maturity and hinders independence.
aseitz@chroniclemail.com
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Chicago Farm Aid preview brings local farmers to Daley Plaza » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

Chicago welcomes
Syrian refugees
As an estimated 4.1 million Syrians flee their country’s civil war,
the U.S. is preparing to accommodate thousands of the displaced
Syrians, many of whom will find shelter in Chicago.

METRO REPORTER

President Barack Obama
announced that the U.S. would take in at
least 10,000 Syrian refugees within the
next year.
Displaced Syrians will find new
homes in cities across the country,
including Chicago.
The U.S. joined several European nations,
including Germany, Sweden, France and
Spain, in welcoming Syrians who were
fleeing from the country’s civil war.
John Barcanic, executive director of
World Relief Chicago, a local organization at 3507 W. Lawrence Ave. that helps
refugees resettle across the world, said
increased involvement by the U.S. in the
Syrian refugee crisis is important because
of the country’s ability to accommodate
more refugees.
“When you have leaders of Germany and
the United Kingdom promising much larger
numbers than the United States—which
has more resources than those smaller
European countries—I think we have the
ability to help a lot more,” Barcanic said.
Suzanne Akhras, founder and executive
director of the Syrian Community Network,
a Chicago-based non-profit organization
that helps Syrians transition into the U.S.,
said the network is currently providing
ON SEPT. 10,

¨ HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
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Chicago’s South Side to get
first trauma center since 1991
METRO REPORTER

as a “trauma desert,”
Chicago’s South Side will soon be home
again to an adult trauma center, but activists who have fought more than five years
for one are still unsatisfied.
Through a partnership between
University of Chicago Medicine and Sinai
Health System, Holy Cross Hospital’s emergency room, located at West 68th Street
and South California Avenue, will be transformed into a Level 1 adult trauma center.
According to a Sept. 10 press release from
the University of Chicago, the center, which
will cost $40 million, has the support of
Mayor Rahm Emanuel.
“This new Level 1 adult trauma center is
a true community and civic effort, and the
City of Chicago looks forward to working
with key stakeholders to bring this to fruition,” Emanuel said in the press release.
Trauma centers focus on treating injuries
caused by gunshots, car accidents, stabbings
and other serious medical emergencies.
The American Journal of Public Health
has described the South Side as a “trauma
desert” on its website. The AJPH looked at
gunshot wound data from 1999–2009 and
found shooting victims more than five miles
from a trauma center have an increased
fatality rate.
According to Daniel Kaplan, a community organizer at the Jewish Council on
Urban Affairs, some neighborhoods on
OFTEN REFERRED TO

SEE TRAUMA, PAGE 39

» dominique jackson

the South Side will still be left out of the
five-mile radius. These neighborhoods
include Woodlawn, Kenwood, and parts
of South Shore and Bronzeville. Some
activists believe that the University of
Chicago Hospital, which is helping finance
the center according to the press release,
needs to offer this level of care on its Hyde
Park premises.
“We are excited to hear about it and think
it’s a victory for the South Side, but we also
recognize that there are a lot of problems
with it and that it doesn’t change the underlying nature of the University of Chicago,”
said Natalie Naculich, a University of
Chicago student and member of Students for
Health Equity, which has campaigned for a
trauma center at the university for five years.
Kaplan expressed similar views.
“It’s not enough to have one location on
the South Side, the South Side is massive,”
he said.
The University of Chicago had a level 1
adult trauma center until it closed down in
1991 due to financial reasons.
Kristen Ambrose, the sister of Kevin
Ambrose, a Columbia student who was shot
to death in 2013, said her brother’s death
highlights the need for a trauma center on
the South Side. Kevin Ambrose was shot
near the 47th Street Green Line stop, 314
E. 47th St., and was transported to Stroger
Hospital in the 1900 block of W. Ogden
more than 20 minutes away. Some believe
Kevin Ambrose might have been saved if
an adult trauma center had been available
at the University of Chicago Hospital but
his sister declined to speculate.

assistance to 14 Syrian refugee families.
“[Social service agencies] refer to us for cultural understanding and awareness, because
it’s hard for them to serve [Syrian refugees]
when they don’t understand the culture and
language, so we also act as a bridge between
the resettlement groups and the clients,”
Akhras said.
One family, consisting of a single mother
and her six children, was displaced several times in Syria after a sniper killed the
father. They eventually made it to Lebanon
and, after a lengthy process, were able to
come to the U.S., Akhras said.
“All the kids are very eager to learn and
work hard,” Akhras said. “They are doing
very well and attending school. One of the
daughters, who is 14, sustained injuries
from the time when she was in Syria and
there was shrapnel in her body.”
Akhras added that the organization connected her to a summer program where she
did very well.
Barcanic said World Relief Chicago
is currently helping 15 Syrian refugees
settle. The organization helps them by
providing fully furnished apartments,
usually located in the Albany Park or
Rogers Park neighborhoods, and offering cultural adjustment case management, employment counseling and
medical services.
SEE SYRIA, PAGE 39

» mckayla braid

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
The Howard Area Community Center at 7648 N. Paulina St.
serves as a learning space for Chicago area refugees.
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City announces first
Museum Week
Notebaert Nature Museum and
the Shedd Aquarium are scheduled
to participate.
“Museum Week is a chance to
rediscover Chicago’s most iconic
institutions that connect us with
exceptional collections of art,
culture, history, science, animals
and nature,” said Museums in the
Park President Gary T. Johnson
in the Sept. 9 Chicago History
museum statement.
“We want people to explore
places that are new to them or
visit old favorites. Chicago has a
wealth of cultural institutions,
and Museum Week provides extra
incentives and opportunities to
visit them,” he said in the release.
Barbara Engelskirchen, chief
development officer of the National
Museum of Mexican Art, said she
hopes Museum Week will boost
awareness of the museum, located
in Pilsen .“We are a small museum

» dominique jackson
METRO REPORTER

CHICAGO IS KNOWN for its food and

music festivals, but a new weeklong event will add to everything
else the city has to offer.
Museums in the Park, a coalition
of Chicago museums that raises
awareness of the collections and
assets of its members, will host
Chicago’s first Museum Week Oct.
1–7, featuring a wide variety of free
museum-based events, shows
and activities.
The Adler Planetarium, Art
Institute of Chicago History
Museum, DuSable Museum of
African American History, Field
Museum, Lincoln Park Zoo,
Museum of Contemporary Art
Museum of Science and Industry
National Museum of Mexican
Art, National Museum of Puerto
Rican Arts and Culture, Peggy

but a great neighborhood gem,”
Engelskirchen said.
Suburban resident Paula
Kavchak, who was visiting the Art
Institute, said she thinks Museum
Week is a great way to encourage
people to visit the museums.
“Museums should be accessible
to anybody, and Museum Week
will make them more accessible
to people,” Kavchak said.

» FILE PHOTO
The Art Institute of Chicago is free for Illinois
residents on Thursdays from 5:00–8:00 p.m.
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The National Museum of
Mexican Art will unveil its
annual Day of the Dead exhibit
during the week-long celebration,
Engelskirchen said.
“It’s the biggest Day of the Dead
exhibition in the United States,”
she said.
Visitors can participate in a
“How to Build a Rocket” workshop at the Adler Planetarium, and

The DuSable Museum will open
a new exhibit titled “Freedom,
Resistance and the Journey
Towards Equality” while the
Lincoln Park Zoo will kick off its
annual Fall Fest.
“[The week is] a way to showcase the rich heritage the City
of Chicago has invested into
our museum,” said Billy Ocasio,
CEO of the National Museum of
Puerto Rican Arts and Culture in
Humboldt Park.
Ocasio’s institution will host
an opening exhibition with artist
Oscar Luis Martinez and offer
workshops for high school and
elementary school students. It
will also host its second annual
fundraising gala called “RAICES:
A Celebration of Our Roots.”
“I would really like people to
recognize the hidden gems that
they have in the City of Chicago,”
Ocasio said.
All the participating museums
will feature free admission, and
most will offer discounts on memberships and purchases.
djackson@chroniclemail.com
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Micro apartments may
come to South Loop
» mckayla braid
METRO REPORTER

FOR ABOUT $1,300 per month, a 336

square-foot apartment might not
seem like sufficient space for the
price, but some consider it the only
way to live in a chic neighborhood.
A local development group proposed plans in early September for
a complex in the South Loop with
40 extended stay hotel rooms and
90 residence units.
The LG Development Group
hopes to build a 15-story “micro
apartment” complex on a quarter-acre lot at the intersection of
Polk and Dearborn streets and
has presented its proposal to the
South Loop Neighbors Group.
The developers envision a building of 336 square-foot, furnished
apartments that would cost about
$1,200–$1,300 per month to rent.
“[Micro apartments are] a trend
that started in New York City
and [traveled] to the Midwest,”
said Rene King, a lecturer in the
Design Department. “I was reading

an article, and [the trend has] even
found its way to Iowa at this point,
which is surprising.”
LG Development Group
Acquisitions Director Daniel
Haughney said the group has not
finalized a price, and the current
projected price is market driven.
“We really believe we’re going
to be able to hit these numbers
[$1,200—$1,300],” Haughney said.
“We’ve done a lot of research.”
Haughney said the target demographic for the micro apartments
includes young professionals and
empty nesters looking for a weekend residence in the city.
“We’re going to provide a nice
fit within the neighborhood, and
we think it will work well off some
of the buildings on Dearborn,”
Haughney said.
Susan Ohde, president of the
South Loop Neighbors Group, said
she has mixed feelings about the
apartment complex potentially
joining the area.
“It is cool and it might be the

A rendering of the proposed
apartment complex with
extended stay hotel rooms.

» Courtesy LG DEVELOPMENT GROUP

future, [but] I don’t get it yet,”
Ohde said.
Ohde added that she sees the
need for this type of complex but
does not know whether the modern
building is a good fit for the historic
South Loop neighborhood.
“It’s not what I would choose to put
there, but then, I would choose to put
nothing there,” Ohde said. “I would
like it to stay a [wood] chip lot.”
King said she is most concerned
about whether the company is providing an appropriate price point
for the amenities and location.
“I think if it’s done responsibly,
respectfully and thinking about who
they are designing this space for,
it could really be a positive thing,”

King said. “I think there’s also a
danger, depending on how they are
being developed, that this could also
be a new apartment typology that
developers or landlords could [use
to] make more of a profit.”
Ohde said she does not think
the company’s idea would match
the rest of the architecture in the
South Loop.
“It’s like a bad punctuation mark
at the end of a sentence,” Ohde
said. “It’s this metal—and—glass
building that’s going on the end of
a historic printing company that
was built in 1890.”
She added that there may be problems with the building next door
because it is a turn-of-the-century

structure, and the foundation may
suffer from the construction.
Ohde mentioned that Alderman
William Burns (4th ward) lets her
group hear presentations for new
development first.
“They’re basically giving us
the opportunity to throw rocks at
them,” she said.
The South Loop Neighbors have
seen a lot of pitches for the space
throughout the years, and none of
them have been built, Odhe said. There
are still hurdles for LG Development
Group to overcome before it can
build. The group has to speak with
the Landmarks Commission.
Odhe said that the South Loop
Neighbors Group does its best
to maintain the integrity of
the area.
“Ultimately, we want to come up
with a development that the community likes, that the alderman
would support, that we’re proud of
It’s just kind of finding a balance,”
Haughney said.
mbraid@chroniclemail.com
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Second City
returns with big
laughs, high hopes
» gretchen sterba
METRO REPORTER

The Second City’s
Mainstage Theater, 1616 N Wells
St., reopened on Sept. 17, three
weeks after the building suffered
damage from an Aug. 26 grease
fire that started at its neighboring
emporium, Adobo Grill.
The fire injured four firefighters
and a Second City employee and
damaged offices in the facility,
temporarily displacing classes and
performances to spaces offered by
nearby companies until the theater
could be repaired.
The reopening of the Mainstage
Theater was marked by a special
performance for the Chicago Fire
Department to thank the firefighters who helped contain the fire, preventing damage to the company’s
THE DOORS TO

» FILE PHOTO
Nearly a month after closing due to a fire, The Second City reopened for its
regular scheduled performances at the Mainstage, 1616 N Wells St., on Sept. 17.

Performance bachelor’s degree
major in 2013.
Libera said she was unnerved
by the fire because of the sense of
family and community The Second
City brings her, so she and other
members of the troupe’s community started the social media
hashtag #SecondCityFamily for
fans, students and employees of the
theater to comment on the fire.

“Anyone who’s ever worked at
The Second City or been a student
at The Second City has this deep,
familial attachment to the building,” Libera said. “After the fire,
we were all getting emails from
people checking in and posting on
Facebook about it. It was amazing
to see all The Second City family—
all the people who worked there
with their cast and the number

gsterba@chroniclemail.com
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theaters and training center. The
troupe resumed its regular performance schedule for the weekend.
Alannah Courtney, a senior
theatre major and conservatory
student at The Second City, said
returning to the building felt like a
“homecoming” celebration.
“I personally–and I think others, too–have taken Piper’s Alley
for granted,” Courtney said. “To
have that safety net taken from
underneath you kind of shakes
you up a little bit. I hope we have a
deeper sense of gratitude for what
that building symbolizes for us. We
almost lost it.”
Anne Libera, assistant professor in the Theatre Department,
has worked at The Second City
since 1987, developing its Comedy
Studies program, which became
Columbia’s Comedy Writing and

of people who met husbands and
wives there—but also for whom this
place is very deeply a home of an
artistic nature.”
Robin Hammond, publicity and
communications director of The
Second City, said she was thankful The Second City community
reacted quickly to the fire.
“There was never a moment with
our company where the people were
like, ‘Well I guess that’s it, I’ll just go
home,’ ” Hammond said. “Everyone
immediately sprung into action and
started looking ahead.”
Hammond said even though the
fire was unfortunate, it helped to
further unite The Second City fans.
“I think it made us stronger as
a company and a community,”
Hammond said. “This is our home.
To see the cast in the space where
everybody feels comfortable and at
home—I can’t wait.”
The Second City ‘s UP Comedy
Club will begin performances
on Sept. 22 and The Second City
e.t.c.’s performance of “Soul Brother,
Where Art Thou?” is set for Sept. 24.
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SAT U R DAY S E P T E M B E R 1 9 / 9 P M / 1 8 +

UNCLE ACID & THE
DEADBEATS
RUBY THE HATCHET
ECSTATIC VISION

T U ES DAY S E P T E M B E R 2 2 / 8 P M / 1 8 +
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HORTON HEAT +
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CREEPSHOW
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1 8 + / 9 3 X R T W E L C O M ES
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Owner of Wicker Park boozy
Taco Bell ‘very anxious’ to open
» morgan olsen
TNS NEWS WIRE

WOULD YOU LIKE booze in that Baja

» GETTY IMIAGES
Taco Bell will soon serve alcohol in select
restaurants, including its Wicker Park
location at 1439 N. Milwaukee Ave.

» TNS PHOTO
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Blast? According to new signs
posted inside Wicker Park’s Taco
Bell at 1439 N. Milwaukee Ave.,
that’s a very real question some
might be answering very soon.
According to owner Neil Borkan’s
lawyer, Bill O’Donaghue, the firstever boozy Taco Bell isn’t far from
opening its doors.
“We’re close. It’s going to be any
day now,” O’Donaghue said. “There
are some last-minute administration things that need to happen.
It could be tomorrow, it could be
Monday. My client’s very anxious
to open.”
Many residents of the local area
feel that way too. The board teases
several alcoholic beverages including beer and wine ($3) and Twisted
Freezes ($7.19), which allow customers to add rum, tequila or vodka
to the Baja Blast, Cantina Punch
and Cantina Margarita.

O’Donaghue said his client hasn’t
been granted the liquor license
yet, but added “it’s just a question of working its way through
the system.”
Also new on the Wicker
Park menu is a section called
“Shareables” with three price
points: chili-cheese nachos and
three-rolled taco platter ($3 each),
mini quesadilla nachos and homestyle nachos ($4 each) and chicken
tenders and six-rolled tacos platter
($5 each).
Wicker Park’s Taco Bell will
also come with a bouncer who
will reportedly man the door 9
p.m. to midnightThursday through
Saturday to keep customers from
leaving with open containers or
drinking under the legal age limit.
Last call for adult beverages will be
10 p.m. Sunday through Thursday
and midnight Friday through
Saturday, according to DNA Info.
chronicle@colum.edu
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“If there were a trauma center
on the South Side, I don’t know if
Kevin would still be alive or not, and
I don’t want to blame University
of Chicago or anybody else but the
shooter for Kevin’s death, because
he didn’t deserve that,” Kristen
Ambrose said.
However, she is dismayed that
the new center will not be located at
the University of Chicago. Kristen
Ambrose has worked with the
Kenwood Oakland Community

Organization—which helps low-income residents on the South Side—
to advocate for a trauma center to
be built at University of Chicago .
Ambrose, and other community activists are upset that the
new trauma center is not at the
location they have been protesting for. “It’s a slap in the face,”
Ambrose said.
Illinois Congressman Bobby L.
Rush (D-Ill.) has been a long-time
supporter and advocate for construction of a Level 1 adult trauma

Shannon Callahan, director of Education and Employment at the Howard Area
Community Center, where refugees can learn English and get job assistance.

center on the South Side. In 2013,
Rush helped pass the Trauma
Act, which issued $100 million to
Illinois and other states to build
Level 1 trauma centers.
“This issue has always been a
great concern of mine,” Rush said
in a Sept. 11 press release.“That is
why, in 2013, I introduced HR 2660 –
Trauma Relief Access for Universal
Medical Assistance Act. This bill
requested the Department of Health
and Human Services allot $100
million for the program of grants to

states to promote universal access
to trauma care services provided by
trauma centers and trauma-related
physician specialties.”
Protest organizations say they
will continue to work for the
results they want to see from the
University of Chicago.
“By sending money to another
hospital, they’re sending trauma
patients to another hospital,”
Naculich said.

The center currently has 125
students from countries like Iraq,
Haiti and Egypt. Early childhood
education is provided to 40 children, and students and families
are given access to a food pantry, dental clinic, employment
center and programs for youth,
Callahan said.
Currently, the center is working without adequate funding
because the state budget has yet
to be passed, Callahan said.
djackson@chroniclemail.com
“Starting in a few weeks, we will
be reducing the hours we offer to
students and staff time and we’re
REFUGEE, FROM PAGE 33
not sure what the next steps will
“Right now, that group of
“Most of the time they are entry- be,” Callahan said.
people [is] not willing to level jobs, but at least it’s getting
Chicagoans looking to lend a
talk to the press, and we them a start and getting them an hand in the refugee crisis can visit
have to honor their desires,” employment history, so they are the Syrian Community Network’s
Barcanic said.
better able to get jobs in the future,” GoFundMe page or volunteer at
After refugees are set- said Shannon Callahan, director the HACC.
tled, they can reach out to of Education and Employment at
World Relief Chicago will also
resources like The Howard the center.
host its annual Ride for Refuge
Area Community Center,
“The longer they can stay engaged bike ride and walk, in Elgin,
which offers English in classes like ours, the more likely Illinois, on Oct. 3 to raise money
classes and employment they’re going to improve their for refugees.
services aimed at helping skills so they can get better jobs
mbraid@chroniclemail.com
refugees find jobs.
in the future,” Callahan said.
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SEMESTER IN LA
OPEN HOUSE SESSIONS
FOR SEMESTER IN LOS ANGELES
2016–2017

Animation
Acting
Drama Writing for Television

Screenwriting
Producing
Graduate Producing
Comedy Writing for Television
Directing
Graduate Music Composition
Undergraduate Music Composition
Transmedia Development

Monday–October 5th 2015
HERMAN CONAWAY CENTER
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 504
11:30AM–12:30PM
1:30PM–2:30PM

Tuesday–October 6th 2015
ALEXANDROFF CAMPUS CENTER
600 S. Michigan Ave., Rm. 1301
3:30PM–4:30PM
5:00PM–6:00PM

Wednesday–October 7th 2015
HERMAN CONAWAY CENTER
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 502
10:00AM–11:00AM

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Joe Chambers
323-960-8020
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